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Abstract
Recent developments in nanostructured ultrathin flat devices have added
new dimensions to light manipulation at nanoscale dimensions, paving an
avenue for further investigations to uncover intriguing phenomena as a re-
sult of their interaction with light. Such interactions have also benefitted
from the additional degree of freedom of photon spin (associated with cir-
cular polarization) and led to development in spin-optics. For example, a
plasmonic geometric phase was employed to achieve photon-spin detection
via plasmonic focusing lenses. However, such surface plasmon (SP)-based
phenomena were limited to a single operational wavelength and their exper-
imental verification faced significant challenges due to their existence in the
near field only. In addition to spin-optics, specifically designed ultrathin
devices can structure the light to achieve complex phenomena, where trans-
mitted/reflected light beams can carry orbital angular momentum (OAM),
in a very low profile. An interesting example of an OAM-carrying beam
is the optical vortex (OV), which possesses a donut-shaped intensity pro-
file with a helical phase-front. The development and manipulation of such
structured light beams, containing phase or polarization singularities at
miniaturized scales, promises a plethora of unprecedented applications in
integrated optics.
This thesis provides original investigations and demonstrations of two re-
lated topics: spin-controlled light transmission/manipulation and vortex
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light structuring via nanofabricated devices. The main contributions in-
clude novel methods of photon-spin’s detection, OV generation and com-
plex manipulations at miniaturized scale. In this regard, two types of flat
structures — logarithmic spiral (LS) and babinet-inverted metasurfaces —
are employed to shape the transmitted light in meso-field.
First, spin-controlled broadband light manipulation is demonstrated via
an LS-nanoslit. The work, scripted in Chapter 2, presents comprehensive
simulation and experimental investigations of light diffracted through a
LS-nanoslit, which forms a type of switchable and focus-tunable structure.
Owing to strong dependence on the incident photon-spin, the proposed
LS-nanoslit converges incoming light of opposite handedness (to that of
the LS-nanoslit) into a confined subwavelength spot, while it shapes light
with similar chirality into a donut-like intensity profile. Benefitting from
the varying width of the LS-nanoslit, different incident wavelengths inter-
fere constructively at different positions, i.e., the focal length shifts from
7.5μm (at λ = 632.8nm) to 10μm (at λ = 488nm), which opens up new
opportunities for tuning and spatially separating broadband light at the
micrometer scale.
Second, two separate designs of nanostructured flat logarithmic spiral zone
plates (LSZPs) are presented to structure light in novel manners by gen-
erating micron-sized OV. The first design demonstrates a new approach of
shaping the transmitted light, where twisted focusing of OVs is obtained
with long focal depth. Topologically breaking the in-plane symmetry, the
proposed nanoengineered LSZP continuously modulates both amplitude
and phase in the diffraction field to shape twisted focusing of the OV beam.
The resulting beam is microscopically confined and spatially spiraling with
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variant crescent-shaped transverse intensity profiles, which can offer new
opportunities for three dimensional (3D) light shaping, optical manipula-
tion, flat optics, and photonics miniaturization and integration. The work
is further extended via a modified design to obtain a compact OAM gen-
erator with a stable donut-shaped intensity profile. Benefitting from the
broadband response of the LSZPs, the design is workable over the entire
visible range and preserves the topological charge (for which it is designed)
while propagating over a longer focal depth.
Finally, complex manipulations of the OV including generation, focus-
ing, confinement and non-diffraction are achieved by two dimensional (2D)
babinet-inverted meta-surfaces. The intriguing concept of merging differ-
ent functional bulk optical elements into a single flat surface is presented.
In this regard, the demonstrations of two devices are given — a muti-
focus OV lens {having merged phase-profiles of spiral phase plate (SPP)
and lens} and helical axicons (having merged phase profiles of SPP and
axicon). The optical functioning of the fabricated flat devices are exper-
imentally demonstrated; where a simple embedded interferometric tech-
nique is used to characterize the phase profile of the OV beams. Such a
metasurface-based strategy offers unique extensibility and flexibility com-
pared with traditional phase accumulated devices. This OAM manipulation
shows the potential of bridging singular optics, integrated optics, and non-
diffracting optical beams. Above all, the proposed strategy can serve as a
promising means of fabricating versatile optical elements.
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This chapter provides an introduction and comprehensive literature review
of two areas: spin-controlled light transmission/manipulation and light
structuring via nanofabricated devices. The contents of this thesis com-
prise investigations and original demonstrations about these two topics.
Building on detailed background studies, the challenges in state-of-the-art
methods are illustrated and the contributions of the author are highlighted
in both areas. Section (1.1) corresponds to an introduction of Chapter 2,
whereas Section (1.2) covers an overview of Chapter 3 and 4.
1
Chapter 1. Introduction and Literature Review 2
1.1 Spin-controlled Light Transmission/Ma-
nipulation and Associated Challenges
The spin property of light with handedness (i.e., circular polarization) is
usually examined through use of a quarter wave plate (QWP) in combina-
tion with a linear polarizer. However, owing to emerging applications at
small scales, the requirement of having compact circular polarizers and an-
alyzers is highly desirable. To achieve the objective, chiral structures are an
appealing choice, as they interact differently with different circular polar-
izations. They result in interesting broadband phenomena such as optical
activity, polarization conversion and circular dichroism in either planar [1–
5] or three dimensional (3D) metamaterials [6–8]. In order to exploit these
chiral structures to differentiate between the handedness of incident circu-
larly polarized (CP) light, a Au helix array has been demonstrated as a
compact broadband circular polarizer and analyzer in the infrared region,
where CP light with a handedness opposite to that of the helix’s handedness
was transmitted while the matching handedness was reflected [9]. Several
modifications to this helical structure have also been presented to further
enhance the working of the circular-polarizer, e.g., tapered Au helix meta-
materials [10] and 3D bi-chiral arrangements [11, 12]. Although these 3D
structures exhibited appealing properties as a circular polarizer or analyzer,
their requirements of having a periodic array with subwavelength features
with precise alignment created paramount challenges in fabrication.
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To overcome the constraints, an innovative approach of layer by layer de-
sign [13, 14] was found to differentiate between the incident circular polar-
izations but the functioning was not comparable to 3D helix-based struc-
tures. An ideal approach would be to employ a single planer structure that
can differentiate between the transmitted or reflected circular polarizations
of opposite handedness. In this regard, Bachman et al. [15] reported a
spiral plasmonic antenna, which could function as a circular polarization
transmission filter. However, it suffered meager functioning in terms of
extinction ratio and bandwidth. Meanwhile, Weibin Chen et al. [16, 17]
demonstrated a unique response from a miniature single archimedean spiral
(AS) grating in a metal film, which could selectively concentrate spinning
light of one handedness (opposite to the structural handedness) at the cen-
ter of the AS while light with the other handedness is concentrated into a
donut-shaped region with a dark center. Although it was analytically and
numerically calculated that a high extinction ratio (ER) was achievable,
the phenomenon was strictly limited in use to near-field regions due to the
involvement of SPs that decay exponentially away from the surface of the
structure. Experimental observation of this phenomenon was attempted
through near-field optical microscopy (NSOM), but significant challenges
were encountered in the detection of a solid spot due to the sensitivity of
the NSOM probe [17]. Figure 1.1(a) gives the scanning electron micro-
scope (SEM) images of their left handed AS (LHAS) and right handed AS
(RHAS). Measured NSOM images for LHAS and RHAS under left-hand CP
(LHCP) and right-hand CP (RHCP) are given in Fig. 1.1(b). It was found
that, due to NSOM coupling issue, donut shaped intensity profiles were
observed for both the cases which was not consistent with their theoretical
predictions of [16]. In a subsequent study, this limitation was overcome to
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Figure 1.1: SEM images and measured NSOM intensity profiles of AS
plasmonic lenses under oppositely handed CP illuminations: (a) SEM
images of LHAS (a1) and RHAS (a2) plasmonic lenses in Au film. (b1,
b2) Measured NSOM images at the air/Au interface for a LHAS plas-
monic lens under LHCP (b1) and RHCP (b2) illuminations. (b3, b4)
Measured NSOM images at the air/Au interface for a RHAS plasmonic
lens under LHCP (b3) and RHCP (b4) illuminations. Figures adapted
and reproduced with permission from ref. [17], c© 2010, The American
Chemical Society.
some degree by employing two-photon fluorescence microscopy [18]. Apart
from that, several other planer structures have also been studied that carry
potential for use as circular polarization analyzers or polarizers [19–22], but
the availability of an easily engineered and characterizable, compact broad-
band circular polarization analyzer (in the visible spectrum) with decent
functioning remains a challenge.
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1.2 The OAM-carrying Structured Light Beams
Light beams can carry an angular momentum (AM), other than the lin-
ear momentum (LM) of h¯k0 per photon, where ‘h¯’ represents the reduced
Planck’s constant and ‘k0 =
2pi
λ
’ is the wavenumber. The AM was theoreti-
cally predicted by Poynting in 1909 [23] and experimentally demonstrated
by Beth in 1936 [24]. The AM presented then was spin angular momentum
(SAM) of ±h¯ per photon, which is related to the polarization state of light
and can have two possible values of +h¯ or -h¯. Almost two decades ago
Allen et al. [25] theoretically and experimentally manifested that light can
possess another form of AM; the OAM of mk per photon, where ‘m’ rep-
resents the topological charge and it can take an arbitrary value within a
continuous range, either integer or fractional [26–28]. The OAM is related
to the spatial distribution of light and independent of its polarization state.
Such light beams are known as vortex beams and have an annular inten-
sity profile, whereas their phase-fronts rotate around the propagation axis
in contrast to the typical collimated beams where wavefronts persistently
remain perpendicular to the propagation direction [29].
These OAM-carrying beams are generally referred to as OVs with helical
wavefronts and expressed by exp(-imϑ), where ‘m’ quantifies the helicity of
the phase-front [29]. The azimuthal phase term (ϑ) corresponds to a helical
phase surface, meaning that the Poynting vector has a non-zero azimuthal
component at every radial position in the beam. A prominent characteristic
of OV is the phase singularity indicating dark core with zero intensity along
the beam-axis together with an annular transverse intensity profile. The
presence of a singularity can be observed by interfering a vortex beam
with either a co-propagating or tilted Gaussian beam, resulting in a spiral
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Figure 1.2: Schematics of helical phase-fronts: (a) m = 0 (b) m = 1
(c) m = 2 (d) m = 3. Figures adapted and reproduced with permission
from ref. [29], c© 2011, The Optical Society of America.
or fork-shaped interference pattern, respectively. Laser beams generally
have spherical phase-fronts whereas the azimuthal phase leads to the beam
with m intertwined helical wavefronts as depicted in Fig. 1.2. Apart from
the laguerre-gaussian (LG) beam, Bessel beams, Mathieu beams and Ince-
Gaussian beams can also carry OAM [30]. This OAM of light represents a
new optical degree of freedom, which arises as a subtler and more complex
consequence of the spatial distribution of the intensity and phase of an
optical field even down to the single photon limit. Consequently, researchers
have begun to appreciate its implications in which light and matter can
interact, or its practical potential for technological developments. Since its
discovery, it has led to a surge of interest in the fascinating properties that
originate from light’s helical wavefront in association with its spatial field
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distribution. It has spawned applications in optical tweezers and spanners
[31–33], non-linear optics [34], optical communication [35, 36], quantum
information [37, 38] and astronomy [39–41] etc. In brief, the availability of
OAM of light offers plentiful applications in wide range of areas.
1.2.1 Conventional Methods to Generate OAM-embedded
Light Beams
The generation of OAM necessitates the variation of a beam’s phase along
a plane perpendicular to its wavevector. Physicists have developed many
ways to realize such beams. The commonly used technique for generat-
ing OAM beams is the employment of numerically computed holograms
[42, 43], which can produce a light beam with helical phase-fronts as de-
picted in Fig. 1.3(a). The requisite hologram can be formed by recording,
onto photographic film, the interference pattern between a plane wave and
the beam one seeks to produce. Illuminating the resulting hologram with
another plane wave produces a first-order diffracted beam with the inten-
sity and phase pattern of the desired beam. Computer-generated holo-
grams (CGHs) are particularly important in the context of both classical
and quantum optics. Apart from these holograms, appropriately designed
SPPs can be used to produce the required phase distribution for generating
a vortex beam as shown in Fig. 1.3(b) [45, 46]. SPPs generate a helically
phased beam from a Gaussian beam where optical thickness of the optical
component increases with the azimuthal position. Although this is a seem-
ingly simple idea (at optical wavelengths) but it requires extreme precision
in the pitch of helical surface. Moreover, a suitable combination of astig-
matic optical elements can also be used to generate light with OAM. Since
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Figure 1.3: Conventional methods of OAM-beam generation: (a) A
hologram producing a light beam with helical phase-fronts and asso-
ciated topological charge number. (b) A SPP generating a helically
phased beam from a gaussian beam. In this case m = 0 → m = 2. (c)
A pair of cylindrical lenses transforms a HG mode into a LG mode car-
rying OAM, much as a QWP converts LP light to circular polarization.
Because the same lens pair works for any HG mode, it can produce a
wide range of LG modes. Increasing the separation between the cylindri-
cal lenses can reverse the handedness of the LG mode, just as a half-wave
plate reverses circular polarization. In practice, LG reversal is more con-
veniently achieved with an image inverter such as a dove prism. Figures
adapted and reproduced with permission from refs. [29, 44], c© 2004,
2011, The American Institute of Physics and The Optical Society of
America.
SAM depends only on the polarization of the beam instead of its phase.
Therefore both Hermite-Gaussian (HG) and LG beams can possess SAM.
Beams carrying SAM can readily produced by using a QWP to convert LP
light into CP. An analogous method was introduced with cylindrical lenses
to transform a HG beam with no AM into a LG beam that carries OAM as
illustrated in Fig. 1.3(c) [47, 48]. Interaction of light with in-homogeneously
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birefringent matter can also results in OV generation by converting SAM
to OAM [49, 50].
1.2.2 Nanoscale OAM Generation and Manipulation
Although the aforementioned methods of OV generation are well-established,
they are based on bulk optics that causes a major hindrance for their em-
ployment in the emerging area of micro-nano-photonics. Recently, genera-
tion of such helical beams by micron-sized structures has gained momentous
interest to make their appliance possible at small scales. This section reca-
pitulates these endeavors of minuscule OV generation. Five different types
of compact OV generators; down-scaling of conventional OAM generators,
plasmonic vortex lenses (PVLs), metasurfaces, integrated OAM emitters
and subwavelength apertures are brought under discussion.
1.2.2.1 Down-scaling Conventional Optical Components
The most straightforward approach, for the miniaturization, was to shrink
the size of previously available bulk optical elements like SPPs and fork
gratings, etc., for OAM generation. Kn˙oner et al. [51] pioneered this con-
ception and utilized a direct laser writing technique to fabricate a micro-
scopic diffractive optical element (MDOE).
MDOE introduced a phase shift proportional to its thickness in the incident
light beam. Its integral ramps ensued in a phase difference of 2pi for the
light transmitted through the bottom and the top of each individual ramp.
Consequently, there was a total phase shift of m×2pi along the beams axis
and LG0m mode components with 2mh¯ topological charge per photon were
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Figure 1.4: SEM, optical profilometry and atomic force microscope
(AFM) images of microscopic SPP along with far-field calculated and
measured intensity patterns: (a) Left: SEM images of a 5μm diame-
ter SPP, the arrow indicates the laser writing scan direction. Middle:
optical profilometry image of a 60μm diameter SPP with m = 5 for an
operating wavelength (in air) of 633nm. Right: AFM image of the SPP
surface. (b) Left and Middle: top-view SEM image of an array of
SPPs and a single SPP suspended in the air, respectively. Right: 3D
view of the structure shown in middle where each point refers to the
location of a laser written voxel. (c) Far-field intensity pattern when a
focused gaussian beam is normally incident onto a SPP (radius = 4μm)
located in the focal plane of the incident beam with different integer
topological charges m. The distance between the SPP plane and the
observation plane is a few tens of the rayleigh distance. Upper row:
experimental data. Lower row: calculated profiles. Figures adapted
and reproduced with permission from ref. [52], c© 2010, The American
Institute of Physics.
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generated. They averred that the MDOE can readily be exploited in the
integrated devices which will facilitate the usage of OAM at micron-scale.
After this initial endeavor of downsizing the conventional optical component
by the laser writing technique, Brasselet et al. [52] extended the concept
for micron-scale SPP to generate the far field donut shaped intensity pro-
file under focused and normal Gaussian beam illumination as depicted in
Fig. 1.4. Direct characterization of the phase singularity is achieved by an
efficient single beam interferometric technique, where both calculated and
experimental observations shown satisfactory agreement. In a subsequent
work [53], they presented a microscopic integration of SPP with axicon to
generate pseudo non-diffracting helical beams as depicted in Fig. 1.5, where
SPP transformed Gaussian beam into LG beam while axicon converted the
LG beam to the higher order Bessel beams.
Other than the down-scaling of SPP, there have been efforts to reveal fork-
like diffractive gratings at the micron-scale which were conventionally man-
ifested via spatial light modulators (SLMs) or CGHs [54, 55]. Such fork
gratings can introduce a phase singularity at the center of the beam axis by
transforming Gaussian beam into LG beams. In this regard, Jiao et al. [56]
reported a nanostructured binary-interface which can eventually alter the
incident CP light into radially polarized vector beams over a broad range
of frequencies. Furthermore, their nanofeatured device was capable of ma-
neuvering the basic characteristics of the light, including amplitude and
phase, in the far field. Apart from aforementioned techniques of downsiz-
ing, significant endeavors have also been made by Brasselet at al. [57–60]
and other groups [61–65] in the area of using field-induced liquid crystals
to realize tunable and micron-sized OV generators.
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Figure 1.5: Schematic illustration, SEM images and experimental re-
sults of the monolithic micro-optical generator of pseudo non-diffracting
OV beams: (a) Left: side view of the proposed monolithic micro-optical
generator of pseudo non-diffracting OV beams of order m that consists
of the combination of an axicon with a SPP made of the same mate-
rial. Right: optical profilometry images of individual building blocks
fabricated on the cover glass: an axicon with αa = 15
0 and a SPP that
corresponds to m = 1 for λ = 633nm. Different colors for the SPP and
the axicon were used to merely emphasize the concept of merging two
independent optical functionalities in a single monolithic element. (b)
Left: SEM image of a fabricated monolithic microstructure with 50μm
radius, m = 1 and αa = 15
0. Right: magnified view of the spiral step
of the structure shown on the left-side. (c) Radial intensity profile as a
function of the propagation distance z for m = 1 and α = 50. Figures
adapted and reproduced with permission from ref. [53], c© 2013, The
American Institute of Physics.
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1.2.2.2 OAM Generation via PVLs
PVLs have been extensively studied in last few years due to their versa-
tile applications in the areas of miniature polarization analyzer [16, 17],
spin-orbital interaction [66–69], micromanipulation [70] and efficient focus-
ing [71]. In 2008, Gorodetski et al. [66] proposed a chiral structure which
exhibited polarization sensitive near-field intensity and phase control, fea-
turing the presence of a geometric phase as a consequence of light inter-
action with an inhomogeneous and anisotropic nanospiral structure. They
demonstrated the switchability between the focused spot and OV in the
near-field by maneuvering the incident light’s handedness. In their subse-
quent work in 2009 [67], they utilized the concept of enhanced transmission
through subwavelength co-axial aperture surrounded by the spiral grooves
as given. They provided the OAM selection rule of mSM=σin+mS, where
mSM represents normalized OAM of the surface mode, mS corresponds to
the spiral phase equal to the spiral corrugation pitch and σin represents
the helicity of the incident light. Similar phenomenon of amalgamation of
structural and incident chirality was earlier reported analytically and nu-
merically in 2006 [72] by another group as well without the consideration
of extraordinary transmission. In 2010, Kim et al. [73] reported a PVL
consisting of curved slits pattern which was capable of generating surface
plasmonic vortex by converging angular spectrum of SP waves. A straight-
forward algebraic model for the selection rule is provided and proved both
theoretically and experimentally. The proposed structure was polarization
sensitive which provided an additional degree of freedom of switching be-
tween different OAM states. In 2012, Cho et al. [68] explored the coupling
of SAM and OAM in the plasmonic vortex. They found that both SAM and
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OAM contribute to the generation of plasmonic vortex whenever a PVL is
illuminated by the helical vector beam carrying both angular momenta.
Moreover, they provided a mathematical modeling which revealed that the
overall topological charge of the produced plasmonic vortex is summation
of SAM, OAM and the geometric charge of the PVL.
All the aforementioned endeavors of OAM generation from PVLs were re-
stricted to the near-field. In 2012, Rui et al. [74] provided an analytical and
numerical study of OAM generation from near-field SP scattering. The ex-
perimental demonstration was later given by Gorodetski et al. [75] in 2013.
They fabricated the spiral grooves on both side of the suspended thin mem-
brane which generated OAM in the far-field from near-field chirality. They
milled a subwavelength hole at the center of the spiral grooves to achieve an
extraordinary transmission and provided a summation rule for OV genera-
tion, where spiral grooves on both sides of the suspended membrane played
a crucial role in acquiring the desired topological charge in the far-field. Al-
beit adequate efforts are made in the near-field OAM generation by PVLs,
still the topic requires further investigations in the far-field.
1.2.2.3 OV beams via 2D Ultrathin Metasurfaces
Recently, an intriguing 2D metamaterial, named the metasurface [76], has
gained attention due to its eminent phase modulation ability for anoma-
lous light propagation. Instead of acquiring a desired phase change through
propagation effects, it is capable of manipulating light in a desirable fashion
by imparting a space-variant abrupt phase change on the incident electro-
magnetic wave via an ultrathin layer of nanostructured materials. The idea
revolutionized the concept of light control and paved an avenue towards the
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construction of a wide range of ultrathin optical devices and effects such
as metalenses [77, 78], the optical spin hall effect [79] and spin-controlled
photonics [80], non-periodic photon sieves [81], QWPs [82] and 3D optical
holography [83]. Such phase-modification ability of the metasurface poten-
tially allowed significant reduction in the size of OV generators. In this
regard, Yu et al. [76] and Genevet et al. [84] demonstrated the generation
of OV beam via metasurfaces. Their V-shaped nanorods responded to the
LP illumination, where anomalous refraction was obtained for the cross LP
light. Their demonstration of OV generation with m = ± 1 and m = ±
2 is given in Fig. 1.6(b), where they used an interferometeric approach to
extract a spiral phase of the scattered vortex beam in the far-field as given
in the Fig. 1.6(a).
Besides this pioneering study, the concept of anomalous reflection/refrac-
tion was extended to CP illumination and spin-orbit interaction was ex-
ploited to achieve an ultrathin lens and SPP for cross-CP light [85]. To
subdue the concern of low efficiency for the transmitted scattering, dielec-
tric meta-reflective array has recently been manifested by Yang et al. [86],
which gave high functioning in terms of efficiency. For the proof of concept
they designed the dielectric meta-array for helical beam generation. Fol-
lowing the same physical principle, metasurfaces have also been designed in
terahertz frequency range [87] to elucidate their scalability. In brief, these
endeavors of compact OV generators, based on metasurfaces, made use
of ultrathin SPPs to achieve helical beam for (anomalously refracted/re-
flected) linearly and circularly cross-polarized light [84, 85].
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Figure 1.6: Mach-zehnder interferometry setup and measured interfer-
ence patterns for LP illumination: (a) Experimental setup for to achieve
interference patterns, where a normally incident s-polarized beam (λ =
7.75μm) is separated into two beams via beam splitter. The first beam
is focused onto the structure, which generates a p-polarized beam with
a screw-like phase profile, which is then filtered using a polarizer and is
combined with the reference beam propagating through the second arm.
The interference between the vortex beam and the reference gaussian
beam is recorded using a mid-infrared camera. (b) Measured intensity
pattern obtained from the interference between a reference beam and
optical vortices (m = ± 1 and ± 2). Figures adapted and reproduced
with permission from ref. [84], c© 2012, American Institute of Physics.
1.2.2.4 Integrated OV Emitters
Owing to thriving applications based on OAM carrying beams, the need of
compact photonic integrated circuit (PIC) is inevitable to attain complex
functionalities. This propulsive subject of integrate OAM optics grabbed
plenteous interest of various researchers to explore it in detail. Initial effort
in this regard was made by Doerr et al. [88], where they demonstrated a
silicon PIC which evenly divided an incoming light between array of waveg-
uides that congregate radially to a concentric annular grating. The concen-
tric gratings served as a light emitter due to their diffraction, where light
emission was controlled by the precise phase shift 4Θ = 2pim/N amongst
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the array of N waveguides. Major constraints of the design included an ac-
curate control of the phase shift (4Θ) and large size of an emitter (1.5mm
× 2mm for a single emitter), which made it improper for the large scale
integration.
To overcome the inadequacy of the aforementioned PIC, Cai et al. [89]
demonstrated micro-ring resonators (radii 3.9μm and 7.2μm) with angu-
lar gratings inside the micro-ring helping to diffract the whispering gallery
modes (WGMs) of the resonators. Their design, SEM images and experi-
mental results are given in Fig. 1.7(a) and (b), respectively. Their design
followed a simple mathematical equation of m = p − q, p was an order
of WGM which can be maneuvered by changing an incident wavelength or
by altering the refractive index (n) and q showed the number of angular
gratings inside the micro-ring resonator. Miniature size of the proposed de-
sign made it an idyllic contender for PICs resembling electronic integrated
circuits. For proof of concept they designed an array of four micro-ring
emitters and demonstrated spiral phase obtained from an interferometric
approach which illustrated its potentials for PICs. In the following works,
they presented theoretical modeling of their design [90] together with future
challenges and potentials [91]. This innovative idea fascinated other groups
as well to explore the field of PICs from theoretical investigations [88, 92]
to the experimental demonstrations [93, 94]. Categorically, the subject of
integrated optics has promising future in the area of optical communication
and micromanipulations which are currently using bulky optical setups of
SLM etc.
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Figure 1.7: Schematic depiction of annular compact OV beam emit-
ter, SEM images and experimental results: (a) Illustration of the device
with angular grating patterned along the inner wall of a microring res-
onator that is coupled to an access waveguide for optical input. (b)
Illustration of a linear waveguide with gratings and the tilted wavefront
of the radiated light. (c) Illustration of an angular grating together with
the helical wavefront of the radiated beam. (d, e) SEM images of a fab-
ricated device. (f) Radiation spectrum for a device with Rr = 7.5μm
measured by scanning input laser wavelength. The m = 0 wavelength is
≈ 1525nm. The doublets in the spectrum result from the mode splitting
caused by cross-coupling between the otherwise degenerate clockwise
and counterclockwise WGMs. The strongest cross-coupling occurs at
the wavelength with m = 0. (g, h) Interference patterns with LHCP
and RHCP reference beams. Each pattern in (g) has m + 1 spiral arms,
whereas each pattern in (h) has m − 1 spiral arms. Figures adapted
and reproduced with permission from ref. [89], c© 2012, The American
Association for the Advancement of Science.
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1.2.2.5 Subwavelength Apertures and Nanoslits
Subwavelength apertures [95] and nanoslit structures have played a piv-
otal role in developing the compact devices to generate OV beams. Major
techniques involved spin to orbital AM conversion and topological light
shaping. Despite miniaturization resulting from Pancharatnam-Berry geo-
metrical phase [49, 96], Chimento et al. [97] utilized the concept of optical
retardation by a subwavelength metallic slit.
They proposed an annular subwavelength nanoslit structure which was
able to partially convert an incident CP light to the opposite handedness
with OAM carrying beam, hence conserving the overall AM of the light.
Prompted by SAM to OAM conversion, Branda˜o et al. [98] numerically pre-
sented a perforated metallic film structure that divulged the construction
and obliteration of vortex arrays by evaluating the coherent superposition
of SP modes excited under CP illumination. Generation of vectors beams
by subwavelength rectangular slits arranged in annular rings was presented
recently by Zhao et al. [99] in 2013, where these subwavelength slits served
as spatial polarize. The proposed design was workable over broadband (λ =
1000 - 2500nm) with compact size (11.2 × 11.2μm), high ER and polariza-
tion sensitivity. In 2013, Brasselet et al. [100, 101] reported the topological
shaping of light in the far-field by subwavelength nanoslits in the visible
spectrum. Exploiting the fact that subwavelength feature size affects the
incident polarization state of light, the proposed subwavelength slits tai-
lored the spin-orbit interaction of light passing through the nanoslits. Ex-
perimental validation along with simple analytical modeling for different
closed-loop geometries presented, which illustrated the lights spin-orbital
interaction at minuscule scale in the far field. Apart from aforementioned
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designs, few other attempts [96, 102, 103] have also been made to propose
the compact OAM generating devices which may lead towards interesting
applications in future.
1.2.3 Challenges and Possibilities
Aforementioned methods of microscopic generation and manipulation of
OV beam are developed because of the relevant enticing topics in both the-
oretical and applied research originating from the optical phase singularity.
However, more complex manipulations of the generated OV beams are al-
ways required by practical situations. So far, most of those OVs are LG like
beams, which may only maintain the desired confined vortex field in a rel-
ative short range. But optical spanners, used to rotate small particles, are
created by focused vortex beams. Besides, confined non-diffracting vortex
beams are also desired, for example, trapping of long thin objects, such as
rods and E-coli, and simultaneously trapping of both high and low refrac-
tive index particles [104–107]. While additional manipulations are difficult
to implement after such micron-scale generation. In traditional integrated
optical devices, always fabricated by direct laser writing on bulky opti-
cal material, phase change is accumulated through propagation in refrac-
tive optical material. Therefore, smooth phase change requires continuous
thickness change, which demands stringent spatial resolution. The smaller
the device is, the more rigorous the restraint on the spatial resolution is.
It would be more challenging for traditional strategy when complex sur-
face is required. Besides, the topological charge dependent thickness of the
SPP will induce more uncertainties on the required functioning and also
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increase the total thickness of the whole device [52, 108, 109] which may
not be compatible with integrated optical systems.
Although metasurfaces-based OV plates, described in Section (1.2.2.3), pro-
vided a new opportunity and strategy to develop ultrathin OV generators
that are compatible to integrated and compact systems, they were restricted
to create one specific topological charge for a fabricated device, whereas a
separate device would be required (every time) to attain different values of
the topological charge. Therefore, their applications to highly concentrated
OVs with different topological charges (via single fabricated device) are se-
riously constrained. On the contrary, spiral zone plates [42, 110] provide an
opportunity for focused OAM generation as stand-alone devices, but their
overall large size and unattainability of multiple focal planes with distinct
topological charges, are less desirable.
1.3 Thesis Outlines
In Chapter 2 a single-turn LS-nanoslit is presented as a compact broadband
structure to shape and identify the CP illumination. The numerical and ex-
perimental results along with detailed physical interpretations are given to
exhibit the functioning of the device. The comparison of the LS-nanaoslit
with AS is thoroughly provided. The relationship of the structure’s numer-
ical aperture (NA) and focal lengths is also given numerical and experimen-
tally. An added feature of the extraordinary chromatic aberration (ECA)
is also demonstrated experimentally.
Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 include the demonstrations of nanofabricated de-
vices that can generate highly concentrated OV beams with well-defined
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topological charges. In Chapter 3, nanostructured flat LSZPs are presented
to shape the transmitted light in intriguing ways. The design principles,
analytical formulations, numerical simulations, fabrication processes, op-
tical setup and characterizations are given in details. The analysis and
discussions on the simulation and measured results are provided.
In Chapter 4, the concept of metasurface is employed to propose a novel
idea of merging phase profiles of multiple bulk devices into a single 2D sheet
to realize the generation and manipulation of OVs. The design methodol-
ogy and underlying theories are discussed comprehensibly. The fabrication
methods, measurement setup and results are given step by step. The anal-
ysis and discussions of the measured results are provided in detail. At the




Keeping in view the challenges presented in Section 1.1 related to spin-
controlled light manipulation, this chapter demonstrates a single-turn LS-
nanoslit as a compact solution. While working as a miniaturized circular
polarization analyzer with high ER, it can not only shape and focus the
incident CP light over the broadband, but it can also separate the inci-
dent light by wavelength. The observed phenomena exist in the meso-field
{region between the near field (about λ/2 distance from the aperture) and
the far field}, which can be readily detected via CCD. The detailed math-
ematics along with numerical and experimental demonstrations are given
to exhibit the functioning of the device.
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2.1 Materials and Methods
Before providing the experimental details, the analytics of the problem are
described. A right-hand logarithmic spiral (RHLS) structure along with a
coordinate setup to analytically calculate the diffracted light is depicted in
Fig. 2.1(a). The mathematical description of the RHLS structure in cylin-
drical coordinates is expressed as; r = a.eb.ϕ, where ‘r’ and ‘ϕ’ indicate the
radial and angular coordinates at the aperture plane (z = 0) respectively,
while ‘a’ and ‘b’ are arbitrary positive constants [111]. The radial factor
‘a’ determines the starting radius and the azimuthal factor ‘b’ controls the
direction and speed of angular growth, whereas overall compactness of the
structure is governed collectively by them (a and b). At the observation
plane, i.e., z = f (focal plane); ‘ρ’ denotes the radial distance and ‘θ’ repre-
sents the azimuthal angle, while ‘z’ is the distance between two planes and
‘R’ is the distance from the source (LS-nanoslit in this case) to the field
calculation point at the observation plane as illustrated in Fig. 2.1(a). It is
well known that a CP beam can be described in cartesian and cylindrical









e±i.ϕ (~er ± i.~eϕ) .
This elucidates that the circular polarization is fundamentally a combina-
tion of radial and azimuthal beams with a spiral wavefront. These radial
and azimuthal components are transverse electric (TE) and transverse elec-
tric (TM) polarized with respect to the spiral slit. The corresponding elec-
tric field components (in terms of cylindrical coordinates) can be expressed
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Figure 2.1: Experimental setup, pictorial description of the analyti-
cal formulation, SEM images of the LS-nanoslits and xy-plane intensity
profiles at the focal plane (z = 7.5μm). The color scale in each intensity
image is normalized to its respective maximum intensity: (a) Schematic
illustration of a RHLS slit and polar coordinate system setup for an-
alytically calculating the field distributions of light diffracted from the
LS-nanoslits. Right side is the inset of aperture plane showing the de-
tails of geometric parameters. (b) Experimental setup for measuring
the transmitted intensity distribution. It includes QWP in combination
with linear polarizer P1(to obtain the CP illumination), a collimator, a
laser and an objective lens. (c) Intensity mappings across the center
of the RHLS-nanoslit (c1) under LHCP {c2 (simulated) and c3 (mea-
sured)} and RHCP {c4 (simulated) and c5 (measured)} illuminations.
(d) Intensity profiles across the center of the LHLS-nanoslit (d1) under
LHCP {d2 (simulated) and d3 (measured)} and RHCP {d4 (simulated)
and d5 (measured)} illuminations.
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as; Er = e
±i.ϕ~er and Eϕ = ±i.e±i.ϕ~eϕ. The interaction of this added spiral
wavefront with the LS-nanoslit plays a pivotal role in defining the intensity
distribution at the focal plane, which ultimately ensues in identifying the
incident photon-spin. To corroborate this reasoning, foremost numerical
study to the response (| ~E|2) of a single ring (inner radius = 3.5μm) with
subwavelength slit-width (350nm) under CP illumination (λ = 632.8nm) is
provided. Commercial software, FDTD-Lumerical, is used to numerically
simulate the ring structure. The ring is etched into a 350nm Au film by
assigning its material as n = 1, where Au(Gold)-Palik was used from the
default material database of the software. The default materials of the
FDTD-Lumerical in the material database are taken from the handbook of
optical constants of solids [112]. Simulation region of x × y × z = 30μm
× 30μm × 20μm is taken as shown in the Figure 2.2.
Figure 2.2: Schematic of the FDTD-Lumerical simulation’s setup.
A simulation time of 500fs is taken to make sure that the fields are con-
verged and it reaches the default auto-shutoff criteria of 1e-5. Background
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index of 1 is taken so that it could be consider as air. Perfect matching layer
(PML) boundary conditions are used along all directions i.e., x-min, x-max,
y-min, y-max, z-min and z-max. Mesh size of 20nm is used within the sim-
ulation region. In order to get circular polarization, two plane wave sources
are selected. First plane wave source is meant to achieve x-directed electric
field, where polarization angle (degrees) and phase (degrees) are chosen as
zero. A second plane wave source is meant to achieve y-directed electric
field with ±pi/2 phase, where +pi/2 corresponds to an RHCP beam and
−pi/2 corresponds to an LHCP beam. Hence, for the second (y-directed)
plane wave source, polarization angle (degrees) and phase (degrees) are
chosen as 90 to achieve RHCP, whereas phase (degrees) is set as -90 to
obtain LHCP. The amplitude and wavelength of the both the sources are
set as 1 and 632.8nm, respectively. The wave propagation is taken into
z-direction by setting the injection axis as the z-axis and the direction as
forward. Frequency-domain field-monitors are used to extract the fields.
As expected, the symmetric nature of a ring-slit is incapable of differenti-
ating between the opposite handedness of incident CP light as depicted in
Fig. 2.3. It is important to mention here that we are looking at the overall
intensity (| ~E|2) instead of left (| ~EL|2) or right (| ~ER|2) handed intensity dis-
tributions because the occurrence of birefringence [97] in the case of ring
with subwavelength slit-width is beyond the scope of this work.
Moreover, it is found that the LS-nanoslit is functioning as a parallel plate
metal waveguide, where the azimuthal component (with spiral phase-front)
is propagating through the slit while the radial component (with spiral
component) is decaying. To investigate it further, we exploit the following
vectorial Rayleigh-Sommerfeld (VRS) [113, 114] equations to analytically
deduce the transmitted field of the structure.
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Figure 2.3: Comparison between the intensity distributions, xz-plane
and xy-plane (at z = 3.5μm), as a result of LHCP and RHCP illumina-
tions (λ = 632.8nm) on the ring with a radius of 3.5μm and a slit-width
of 350nm. The color scale in each intensity image is normalized to its
respective maximum intensity.
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In the above equation, R2 = z2 + ρ2 + r2 − 2ρr cos(ϕ − θ) and n = 1 for
the current case, while r1 = a.e
bϕ and r2 = (a + ws).e
b.ϕ. The values of a
and b are taken as 3.5μm and 0.0875, respectively, while starting (ws) and
ending (we) widths of LS-nanoslit are 300nm and 520nm, respectively as
shown in Fig. 2.1(a). Now, inserting Eϕ = ±i.e±i.ϕ and ignoring radial field
component (owing to sole contribution from the azimuthal component) lead
to the following simplified VRS expressions:



























































Guided by the analytical formulation, LHLS and RHLS structures are
specifically fabricated, where a 350nm thick Au film is deposited onto
a quartz substrate by electron-beam vapor deposition (Denton Vacuum,
Explorer). Owing to the waveguiding properties of the LS-nanoslit, the
metal film is purposely taken thick enough to be considered as a waveg-
uide [115, 116]. Indeed it is observed that films of a smaller thickness (<
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200nm) exhibit a significantly degraded device functioning. After the depo-
sition process, positive resist (ZEP520A) are coated to achieve the desired
thickness and backed on a hotplate for 120s at 1800C. For electron-beam
lithography (EBL), both LHLS and RHLS structures are patterned onto the
resist and developed for 40 seconds in o-Xylene. Later, the developed pat-
tern of the LS-nanoslit is etched into the Au film through ion beam milling
(IBM) under a suitable exposure time. Eventually, the LS-nanoslits, milled
into the Au film with a minimum feature size of ≈ 300nm, are fabricated.
Owing to the substantial thickness of the Au film, the incident CP light is
transmitted through the LS-nanoslit and is entirely blocked elsewhere by
the rest of the Au film. Figures 2.1(c1) and (d1) show SEM images of RHLS
and LHLS structures respectively, where the overall size of an individual
spiral structure is about 11μm.
2.3 Results and Discussion
Figure 2.1(cf. c2, d2, c4 and d4) presents the field distribution, obtained
from the Eqs.(2.5-2.7) at the focal plane (z = 7.5μm) under both cases of
azimuthal components (i.ei.ϕ and −i.e−i.ϕ ) corresponding to LHCP and
RHCP illuminations at λ = 632.8nm. The results illustrate the anticipated
phenomenon of spin-controlled intensity mapping at the observation plane.
Afterwards, we numerically {through finite difference time domain (FDTD)
Lumerical} simulate our structure with azimuthal (Eϕ = ±i.e±i.ϕ) and ra-
dial (Er = e
±i.ϕ) source profiles. The results, given in Figs. 2.4 and 2.5,
explicate the aforementioned reasoning that the focal plane intensity pro-
file is mainly dictated by the azimuthal component of the CP illumination,
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Figure 2.4: Numerically obtained xz-plane and xy-plane (at z = f =
7.5μm) field distributions of RHLS under Eϕ = −i.e−iϕ and Eϕ = i.ei.ϕ
source profiles (at λ = 632.8nm). The color scale in each intensity image
is normalized to its respective maximum intensity.
Figure 2.5: Numerically obtained xz-plane and xy-plane (at z = f
= 7.5μm) field distributions of RHLS under Er = e−iϕ and Er = eiϕ
source profiles (at λ = 632.8nm). The color scale in each intensity image
is normalized to the corresponding maximum intensity of Fig. 2.4.
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whereas the role of radial component is negligible. Following the analyt-
ical analysis, we characterize our samples (both RHLS and LHLS) under
oppositely-handed illuminations i.e. LHCP and RHCP. Schematic diagram
of the measurement setup is depicted in Fig. 2.1(b), where a collimated
optical beam is converted to CP beam through a QWP in combination
with linear polarizer (P1) before impinging on the structure. For single
wavelength characterization; we use a helium-neon (He-Ne) Laser (λ =
632.8nm), while broadband measurements include Nd-YAG (λ = 532nm)
and DPSS (λ= 488nm) lasers as well. The transmitted intensity is collected
by photon scanning tunneling microscope (PSTM) after passing through
an objective lens (of 100×). Our PSTM system is WITEC alpha 300S,
which can do AFM, confocal, Raman and NSOM characterization. For
the characterization of the transverse intensity profiles in this work and
in Chapter 4, we only utilized the confocal imaging of this PSTM system.
Figure 2.1(cf. c3, d3, c5 and d5) illustrates the measurement results at λ =
632.8nm, which give excellent agreement to analytically obtained outcomes;
hence validating the anticipated spin-controlled phenomenon. Figure 2.6
illustrates that the measured full wave half maximum (FWHM) of ≈ 0.65λ
and ≈ 0.70λ is achievable under illumination wavelengths of 532nm and
632.8nm, respectively at the corresponding focal planes.
Owing to the reasonable focal depth, the basic functioning of the spin con-
trolled focusing (dictated by the LS-nanoslit) does not deteriorate much by
fixing the observation plane under different incident wavelengths (within
the operational bandwidth). In this regard, we have numerically calculated
the extinction ratios (ERs) at a fixed plane of z = 9.5μm under different in-
cident wavelengths, ranging from 440nm to 800nm with a step size of 20nm.
The insets of Fig. 2.7 and 2.8(a) demonstrate the method to calculate the
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Figure 2.6: Measured FWHM for the case of focused spot (RHLS
under LHCP illumination): a) Measured FWHM for the incident wave-
length of 632.8nm at z = 7.5μm. b) Measured FWHM for the incident
wavelength of 532nm at z = 9μm.
ER, where corresponding field-intensities within the circular areas (100nm
diameter) are integrated. The position where the maximum intensity exists
for the case of focus spot (RHLS under RHCP illumination), is taken as
the center of the circular integration area for both cases (RHLS nanoslit
under both LHCP and RHCP illuminations). The normalized ERs (to the
maximum value at λ = 620nm) are plotted in Fig. 2.7, which predicts that
the working bandwidth of our device ranges from λ = 520nm to 720nm
with a peak value at λ = 620nm. Within this range, the calculated ERs
are above the half of the maximum value. Owning to the availability of two
laser sources (λ = 632.8nm and 532nm) within this range, we have calcu-
lated the ERs from the measured data for various diameters (from 100nm
to 2000nm) and plotted them in Fig. 2.8(a) along with simulation data.
The experimentally obtained results demonstrate that ERs of ≈ 80 and ≈
100 are achievable for a smaller region of interest (≈ 100nm diameter) at
working wavelengths of 632.8nm and 532nm, respectively. The fine agree-
ment between the simulation and measured data, at these two wavelengths,
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Figure 2.7: FDTD simulation results of the normalized ER for the
incident wavelengths from 400nm to 800nm.
reveals that the device will function reasonably within the entire predicted
bandwidth.
Apart from calculating the ERs, the focusing efficiency (FE) has been nu-
merically calculated by varying the incident wavelength from 440nm to
800nm as shown in Fig. 2.8(b). The FE is defined as a ratio between
the integrated intensity of the focal spot (i.e., circular region of interest
of 1000nm diameter at z = 9.5μm) and the transmitted intensity through
the LS-nanoslit. Across the bandwidth (λ = 520∼720nm), FE varies its
amplitude from ≈ 80% to the maximal. It is observed, from the numerical
calculations, that the FE at λ = 532nm is ≈ 90% of that at λ = 632.8nm,
which is dually confirmed through the measured results where the FE at
λ = 532nm is equivalent to ≈ 91% of that at λ = 632.8nm. Hence, a
good agreement between the simulation and experimental results is found
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Figure 2.8: ER, FE and normalized intensity profiles at the fixed obser-
vation plane (z = 9.5μm) for RHLS nanoslit: (a) Comparison between
the measured and calculated ERs with respect to the circular region
of interest at incident wavelengths of 632.8nm and 532nm. Inset illus-
trates pictorial depiction of the methodology, adopted to calculate the
ERs. (b) Numerically calculated normalized FE for the incident visible
light (from λ = 440nm to 800nm). (c) Simulation and experimental in-
tensity profiles at z = 9.5μm under LHCP illumination of λ = 632.8nm
and 532nm.
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in terms of FE as well. In addition, the simulation and measured intensity
profiles are also compared at z = 9.5μm under the incident wavelength of
λ = 532nm and 632.8nm to examine the preservation of spin-controlled
phenomenon. The results plotted in Fig. 2.8(c) illustrate that the desired
phenomenon exists at both cases validated by a good agreement between
the simulation and experimental results. Based on the analysis over the
broadband range, it is quite convincing that the working bandwidth of the
device is from 520nm to 720nm.
Furthermore, it is determined that the logarithmic nature of the proposed
LS-nanoslit facilitates a response to a wide range of incident wavelengths
(in the visible spectrum), without losing its functioning aptitude of identi-
fying the handedness of the incident CP light. Broadband analyses of the
RHLS structure (under LHCP illumination) have revealed an interesting
phenomenon of extraordinary chromatic aberration (ECA), i.e., different
incident wavelengths are focused at different longitudinal positions along
the axis of the LS-nanoslit. Chromatic aberration is generally considered
as a drawback for a conventional refractive lens, where the focal length is
large (in millimeters or centimeters) [117]. However, because of the microm-
eter scale focal length of our case, this longitudinal chromatic aberration
is extraordinary and can be exploited to spatially separate different inci-
dent wavelengths, where the focal length can be tuned from 7.5μm to 10μm
by altering the incident wavelength from 632.8nm to 488nm as depicted
in Fig 2.9. By comparing this focal-length shift to the case of a conven-
tional dielectric lens, where it is hard to have such a dynamic control due
to small chromatic dispersion, unveils that the wavelength-tunable shift in
our case is much higher [117]. Such a strong effect suggests a technique of
controlling the focal length of a LS-nanoslit by changing the illumination
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Figure 2.9: Measured results exhibiting the broadband response of
RHLS under LHCP illumination: Focal planes shift from 7.5μm to 10μm
by varying the incident wavelength from 632.8nm to 488nm. The color
scale in each intensity image is normalized to its respective maximum
intensity.
wavelength over the visible spectrum and could open up interesting op-
portunities for novel applications. This value-added merit of the proposed
device may open up opportunities for novel applications, e.g., a readout
device for color separation scheme, such as color splitter. In practice, the
detector can be installed in a xy-stage or optical track to move along the
optical axis so that it can measure the focal spots. It is a simple experiment
to be set up in the lab or on site.
Apart from the abovementioned observations, we also fabricated RHLS
structures with different starting radii (2.5μm and 3μm), but same start-
ing (300nm) and ending (520nm) LS-nanoslit widths, and compared them
with the initial design of a = 3.5μm to investigate the optical transmission
response to the NA of the LS-nanoslit. All three RHLSs are fabricated
on the same glass substrate to facilitate characterization, and tested under
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LHCP illumination at a wavelength of 632.8nm. Figure 2.10 depicts the
Figure 2.10: Comparison between numerical and experimental inten-
sity profiles of three differently sized RHLS structures illuminated by
LHCP light (λ = 632.8nm). The color scale in each intensity image is
normalized to its respective maximum intensity: (a) Intensity mappings
of the RHLS structure with a = 2.5μm (f = 3.5μm). (b) Intensity map-
pings of the RHLS structure with a = 3μm (f = 5.5μm). (c) Intensity
mappings of the RHLS structure with a = 3.5μm (f = 7.5μm). (a2, a3,
b2, b3, c2 and c3) simulated (a2, b2 and c2) and measured (a3, b3
and c3) xy-plane intensity mappings at the corresponding focal planes.
(a4, a5, b4, b5, c4 and c5) simulated (a4, b4 and c4) and measured
(a5, b5 and c5) xz-plane field profiles.
field distribution along the xy-plane {cf. Fig. 2.10(a2), (b2), (c2), (a3),
(b3) and (c3)} at corresponding focal lengths and along the xz-plane {cf.
Fig. 2.10(a4), (b4), (c4), (a5), (b5) and (c5)} of the three different samples
on the transmission side. The intensity maps obtained from FDTD simu-
lations {cf. Fig. 2.10(a2), (b2), (c2), (a4), (b4) and (c4)} and experiments
{cf. Fig. 2.10(a3), (b3), (c3), (a5), (b5) and (c5)} for each structure are
plotted adjacently for comparison. It is found that the diffracted light is
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strongly focused at the focal planes of 3.5μm, 5.5μm and 7.5μm for the
starting radii of 2.5μm, 3μm and 3.5μm, respectively.
It is worth pointing out that the working principle and functioning of pro-
posed LS-nanoslit is different from the spiral plasmonic antenna [15] and
AS [17], which behave as circular polarization transmission filter and as
circular polarization analyzer, respectively. They were designed for a sin-
gle operational wavelength, where circular polarization transmission filter
of [15] had a lower ER (compared to our LS-nanoslit) and circular polar-
ization analyzer of [17] was restricted to the near field. Mathematically our
design is based on the algorithm of LS denoted by (r = a.eb.ϕ), in which the
rotation angle ϕ is an exponential function of r. In comparison, an AS is de-
noted by r = a+bϕ in [17], in which the rotation angle ϕ is a linear function
of r. Owing to this fundamental difference between these two structures
(LS and AS), they interact differently to incident CP light. The exponen-
tial function of LS enables higher degree of freedom to acquire broadband
behavior and longer focal length and depth while the linear function of AS
limits its degree of freedom acting as a single-wavelength device. The AS
was designed for a certain plasmonic wavelength and the phenomenon of
incident spin-detection was strictly limited to near-field regions due to the
involvement of SPs that decay exponentially away from the surface of the
structure. Hence, compared to the AS of [17], the proposed LS is based
on diffractive optics that can focus light in the meso-field, which can be
readily observed.
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2.4 Chapter Summary
To conclude, this chapter demonstrates a flat LS-nanoslit as a compact
broadband circular polarization analyzer in the meso-field by focusing light
of different handedness into a subwavelength confined spot or a ring-shaped
intensity profile. Characterization of the fabricated LS-slit, via optical con-
focal imaging, and corresponding simulations reveal that a circular polar-
ization extinction ratio of ≈ 100 can be achieved with a structure size of
11μm, whereas the device will work across the visible spectrum. It is also
observed that a wavelength controllable focal plane can be achieved, as
the LS-nanoslit exhibits extraordinary chromatic aberration in comparison
with conventional lenses, manifesting its ability to spatially separate dif-
ferent incident wavelengths at the micron-scale. The simulation and mea-
surement results are presented for the samples of different sizes to illustrate





After observing the spin-controlled focusing (presented in previous chap-
ter) from a logarithmic spiral (LS) structure, it is found that due to rich
degree of design-freedom such flat LS structures can result in a variety of
intriguing phenomena. This chapter presents the further investigations of
LS structures to shape the incident light beam in unique ways. In this
regard, new kinds of LS structures, LSZPs are introduced that can struc-
ture light in the meso-field. At first, a novel way of twisted focusing of an
OV-embedded crescent-shaped intensity profile is achieved via a 4-armed
LSZP. This nanoengineered LSZP continuously modulates both amplitude
and phase in the diffraction field, where the transmitted light is micro-
scopically confined and spatially spiraling during its propagation. After
this demonstration, new designs of LSZPs are proposed that structure the
41
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transmitted light in donut-shaped profiles with a well-defined topological
charge. Further investigations have revealed the broadband response and
stable OV propagation, where the propagation distance of the observed
OAM beams can be increased by increasing the length of the spiral arms.
3.1 Brief Introduction
Both the designs of nanostructured LSZPs presented in this chapter adopted
the same LS parametric equation as that of Chapter 2. However, the values
of geometrical parameters like a, b, ws, we, ϕ and number of arms are differ-
ent. Moreover, the underlying physics of the LSZPs is different from that
of LS-nanoslit presented in Chapter 2, where the observed spin-controlled
phenomenon was strictly dictated by the film thickness due to the waveg-
uiding effect. Here, LSZPs serve as binary-amplitude mask, where 100nm
Cr is used whose sole purpose is to, just, block the direct transmission from
the sample except the LS-nanoslits. The detailed description and results
for both types of proposed LSZPs are given in the following sections.
3.2 OAM-embedded Twisted Light Beam with
Flat LSZPs
In this section, specifically designed nanostructured LSZPs are presented
to generate as well as focus anisotropic OVs with long focal depth carrying
scalable OAM through its amplitude modulation. These inhomogeneous
LSZPs exponentially and consecutively grow their features (slit width and
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gap) as a function of angle from sub- to slightly above one-wavelength
scale, which makes constructive interference of the transmitted light an-
gularly dependent. Scaling OAM of light can be continuously controlled
by manipulating LSZPs’ radial and azimuthal factors endowed by its rich
structural degree of freedom upon aperiodicity.
3.2.1 Results and Discussions
3.2.1.1 Numerical Simulation Analysis
At first, the FDTD simulations are done to exhibit the scalability of the
structure as given in Fig. 3.1. The values of different topological charges (m
= 1∼4 from Q1 to Q4 at z = 10μm) are validated through the corresponding
phase profiles, which elucidate that the structure provides a rich degree of
freedom to achieve desired OAM carrying beam. Since OAM presence
is demonstrated merely with single arm structures, the beam’s intensity
tends to diverge as m (cf. intensity profiles in Fig. 3.1). It indicates that
single-armed LSZP fails to effectively retain the focusing during long-range
propagation.
In order to achieve focusing, it is found that the multiple-armed LSZP can
significantly enhance the diffracted light’s concentration. Figure 3.2(a) de-
picts the schematics of the single- and 4-armed LSZPs and their intensity
profiles are produced at the selected distances (z = 7μm, 14μm and 21μm,
respectively). The definitions of different structural parameters are given
in Fig. 3.2(b), where ‘ws’ and ‘wg’ represents the starting width and gap
of the LS-nanoslits (in the case of 4-armed structure). The values of a, b
and ϕ are taken as 4.6μm, 0.0875 and 3pi, respectively, whereas ws and wg
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Figure 3.1: Scaling of topological charge carried by the optical beam
produced by the LSZP (at λ = 632.8nm). A summary of different LSZPs
constructed by the scaling factors of four examples and their correspond-
ing phase and intensity profiles (z = 10μm). The scaling factors are
exampled as follows: Q1 (a = 4.2μm, b = 0.04); Q2 (a = 4.31μm, b =
0.053); Q3 (a = 4.45μm, b = 0.07); Q4 (a = 4.59μm, b = 0.0875).
are taken as 350nm. With the same structural factors (a, b, ws and ϕ),
Fig. 3.2(a) depicts that the 4-armed LS exhibits much superior focusing
ability to its single-armed opponent in terms of photon confinement along
long range propagation. It validates that more arms strengthen the con-
structive interference to enhance focusing of the LSZP, which is similar to
Fresnel lens and zone plates.
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Figure 3.2: FDTD-based intensity profiles of 1-armed and 4-armed
structures: (a) Comparison between the arm-number’s effect on focusing
at the meso-field. (b) Schematic description of 4-armed LSZP along
with geometrical parameters. (c) The computed intensity mapping of
xz-plane across the spiral center (16 × 35μm2). The bottom panel shows
the computed intensity image (16 × 16μm2) at the LSZP surface (z =
0). (d) The computed xy-plane intensity maps over an area of 4 × 4μm2
at various heights. The color scale in each image is normalized to its
respective maximum intensity in order to facilitate distinct visualization.
Upon a normal incident light (at λ = 632.8nm) from the backside, the spa-
tial intensity distributions of the 4-armed LSZP are analytically plotted in
Fig. 3.2(c) and (d). Centered on the optical axis, oblique transmission rays
are visualized along the xz-plane as shown in Fig.3.2(c). In contrast, zero
intensity (dark center) has been attained along the beam-axis. To further
demonstrate the spatial intensity distribution, a summary of pseudo-color
intensity maps over selected xy-planes at different heights along the prop-
agation direction (z) are depicted in Fig.3.2(d). As the diffracted light
propagates, foci of crescent transverse profiles are anisotropically formed
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as well as confined in a microscopic circular area of a diameter less than ≈
3μm from the initialization at z ≈ 4μm (≈ 6.3λ) till a distance of about
32μm, beyond which a continual decay of photon density and gradually
decreased confinement of transverse intensity profile are observed. A rela-
tively long depth of focus (≈ 44λ) along which the transverse radii of foci
gradually rise with a common feature of dark center. Up to this point, an
interesting scenario intuitively comes about where the LSZP produces and
focuses an optical beam with left-handed twisting around its beam-center
in a conical trajectory when traveling in free space.
The spatial intensity distribution is explicitly visualized by the FDTD-
generated 3D normalized maximum intensity |Emax|2 as depicted in Fig. 3.3(a).
|Emax|2 represents the collection of maximum intensity points at different
observations planes along the propagation direction (z-direction). In total,
540 xy-palnes (from z = 5μm to 32μm with incremental distance of 0.05μm)
are taken. At each plane, maximum intensity point and corresponding xy-
coordinates are taken. The plot in Fig. 3.3(a) is obtained by using Matlab’s
function scatter3 to plot these 540 maximum intensity values at the corre-
sponding xy-coordinates along z-direction.
It shows that the generated beam continuously twists around its beam-axis
and alters its intensity during propagation. Its projection onto the trans-
verse plane describes a LS path, indicating that actually a spiraling optical
beam is shaped due to the twisted focusing of the LSZP. Figure 3.3(b) plots
the computed Poynting vector S corresponding to the maximum intensity,
showing that the resultant Poynting vectors are directed tangentially com-
pelling a conically spiraling energy flow around the beam axis, which is due
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Figure 3.3: FDTD analysis of spatial profile of the maximum inten-
sity |Emax|2 and the corresponding transmitted energy flux (Poynting
vector). (a) Numerically calculated 3D (xyz) spatial profile of |Emax|2
above the structure surface. The bottom panel shows its projection onto
the xy-plane. The color scale is normalized to its respective maximum
intensity. (b) Numerically calculated Poynting vectors of the diffracted
optical beam are directed along a conical trajectory. Its projection onto
the xy-plane showing the transverse part (x and y components) is de-
picted in the bottom panel.
to the contributions from the azimuthal component Sθ and the longitudi-
nal component Sz. Hence, the produced beam theoretically satisfies the
fundamental criteria of an OAM-carried vortex beam, which is signified by
its central dark region and spiraling S around its axis. [44]
3.2.1.2 Fabrication Procedure
The LS-spiral structure was fabricated on fused quartz substrate [UV grade,
15mm (width) × 15mm (length) × 0.4mm (height)] with a refractive index
of 1.46, on top of which 100nm thick Cr film was initially deposited by elec-
tron beam evaporation (Denton Vacuum, Explorer) at room temperature
under a vacuum pressure of 5 × 10−7 Torr. A resist (ZEP-520A) mixed
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with anisole (1:1 ratio) was spin-coated over Cr at a speed of 5000rpm and
then soft-baked at 1800C on a hotplate for a period of 120s. EBL (ELS-
7000, Elionix) was subsequently done to expose the specimen at a dosage
of 240μC/cm2, beam current of 50pA and acceleration voltage of 100kV
followed by development in o-Xylene for a period of 30s. The specimen was
then subjected to a dry etching process (Nanoquest, Intlvac) under condi-
tions of beam voltage/current of 300V/110mA, acceleration voltage/current
of 100V/6mA, power of 180W and vacuum pressure of about 2.54 × 10−4
Torr for approximately 6 minutes. After that, the residual resist was re-
moved by soaking the specimen in MicropositTM remover 1165 (Shipley) for
12 hours followed by oxygen plasma etching (Oxford RIE) under a power
of 100W and O2 flow of 80sccm for approximately 2 minutes. Eventually,
the LS flat lens structure was formed in the Cr film on quartz substrate.
3.2.1.3 Experimental Setup for Optical Characterization and Mea-
surement Results
Figure 3.4(a) schematically depicts the optical characterization using PSTM
(alpha300 S, WITec GmbH, Ulm, Germany) operating under optical confo-
cal transmission configuration. A LP He-Ne laser (Research Electro-Optics,
Boulder, Colorado) operating at 632.8nm wavelength in continuous wave
mode with an output power of approximately 35mW is collimated to pro-
vide normal incident light impinging on the backside of the specimen. The
SEM image (the inset) shows the LSZP specimen embedded in a 100nm
thick Cr film on a quartz substrate via EBL. The specimen is placed on
the PSTM’s piezo-driven scanning stage with positioning accuracies of <
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5nm along the x- and y-axes and < 0.5nm along the z-axis. Upon illumi-
nation, light beams transmitted through multiple spiral arms are collected
by an objective lens (100 × 0.9 NA) and recorded by a photon-counting
photomultiplier tube through a multimode optical fiber, while the direct
transmission was eliminated by the 100nm thick Cr film. In this way, the
presence of twisted focusing of diffractive optical beams was visualized by
mapping the spatial intensity distribution.
A summary of the measured pseudo-color intensity maps depicted in Figs. 3.4(b)
and (c) demonstrate good agreement with the numerical descriptions. Based
on the above studies, the origin of focusing cum twisting can be qualita-
tively elaborated as following. Upon illumination, light passing through
the spiral will be imposed by the geometrical phase of each individual arm.
The optical path length of each diffractive beam is uniquely modulated
by the variant geometry of the LSZP leading to phase aberration. Such
phase aberration accumulates along propagation, which is eventually ac-
countable for exponential-angular-dependent constructive interference to
consecutively form twisted focusing as well as vary intensity in free space.
Simultaneously, the propagation vectors (~k) of diffracted beams spatially
superimpose at corresponding locations, which governs the twisting of the
beam around the z-axis following a conical trajectory. Hence, the focusing-
cum-twisting phenomenon can be qualitatively attributed to the in-plane
symmetry breaking intrinsically determined by the LS algorithm.
To measure the phase profile, a Mach-Zehnder interferometer was set up,
as shown in Fig. 3.5, to interfere the spiraling beam with a co-propagating
Gaussian beam. Figure 3.6(a) presents the FDTD generated results for
the helical phase profile of OV beam with the topological charge of m =
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Figure 3.4: Characterization of the twisted focusing of optical vortex
beam produced by the 4-armed LSZP. (a) Experimental setup and the
SEM image of the fabricated specimen (the inset). (b) The intensity
mapping of xz-plane measured across the spiral center via a depth scan
(16 x 35μm2). The inset (bottom panel) shows the intensity image (16 ×
16μm2) at the surface, which is taken at the image plane of the objective
lens (z = 0). (c) A summary of the xy-plane intensity maps measured
over an area of 3 × 3μm2 at selected heights above the surface. The color
scale in each image is normalized to its respective maximum intensity
in order to facilitate distinct visualization.
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Figure 3.5: Experimental setup of Mach-Zehnder interferometer to
reveal the phase structure of the conically twisted OV beam: The inci-
dent light was collimated by 5× objective lens and then separated into
sample beam and reference beam by the 1st beam splitter. The sam-
ple beam (pink-color) impinged on the substrate side of the specimen
at normal incidence after being appropriately polarized by a half-wave
plate. Transmitting through the LSZP, a conically-twisted OV beam was
produced. The other branch of the optical path (orange color) was the
co-propagating gaussian reference beam with intensity being regulated
by a set of mirrors and neutral density filter. The diffracted OV beam
was collected by a 100× objective and then expanded by a 20× objective
lens. The vortex beam and reference beam superimposed spatially after
the 2nd beam splitter to form the interference pattern (bright-red color)
that was captured by the CCD camera.
4 and phase shift ranging from 0 to 8pi (with an incremental step of 2pi).
Under spherical wave interference, spiral wavefront of this vortex beam was
manifested by four anti-clockwise twisted fringes as shown in Fig. 3.6(b),
indicating a topological charge of m = 4. The simulated intensity dis-
tribution of the interference pattern with a close-up visualization at the
interference center completely reconstructs the spiral optical wavefronts as
shown in Fig. 3.6(c). Intensity discrepancy of those 4 spiral fringes between
Fig. 3.6(b) and (c) can be observed. It can be attributed to the limited
degree of coherence of light source and narrow tuning range of the optical
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Figure 3.6: Computational and experimental phase profiles reveal by
interference. (a) FDTD-produced helical phase profile at the center
of the OV beam in a circular area of 3μm diameter with a topological
charge m = +4. (b) Measured 4-spiral pattern with a topological charge
m = +4. In contrast to the bright fringes, the core region exhibits a
much lower intensity and becomes undetectable by the CCD camera.
(c) FDTD-produced 4-spiral pattern under spherical wave interference
at the center of a circular area with a diameter of about 4μm, which is
well reconstructed with reference to experiment.
path for both the sample and reference beams due to the optical setup with
the PSTM system, which makes it very challenging to achieve a perfectly
matched experimental image.
3.2.1.4 Transmission Efficiency
To characterize the transmission efficiency, the incident light was collimated
to impinge on the backside of the substrate. A 100× objective lens was fo-
cused on the structural surface (z = 0) to collect the output power Pout. An
optical power meter (Newport, model 1830-C) was placed right behind and
well aligned to the objective lens to measure the output power. Without
the lens, the collected power was recorded as the input power Pin. The
transmission efficiency is defined as a ratio of the out power to the input
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The measurement results have been averaged to be about 22%, which agrees
with the calculation.
3.2.2 FDTD Analysis on Angular-dependence
The angular dependence on twisted focusing is analyzed with FDTD simu-
lations. Figure 3.7 plots the structure schematics with the correspondingly
computed xz-plane spatial intensity distributions across the structural cen-
ter. As illustrated, the proposed LS structure is divided into three seg-
Figure 3.7: FDTD analysis of angular-dependence on twisted focusing.
Schematically the LSZP is divided into three segments with an equal
angular increment of pi. The FDTD-produced plots show their intensity
profiles of xz-plane across the spiral center (10 × 30μm2).
ments with an equal angular increment of pi. As the angle (ϕ) increases,
the distance of focal plane increases accordingly. Simultaneously, the fo-
cused beam generated by each segment is off-axis and oblique relative to
its beam axis. Meanwhile, their off-axis distances increase angularly due
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to the symmetry breaking nature of structure. To be specific, each seg-
ment, i.e., the inner (ϕ1 ∈ [0, pi]), the middle (ϕ2 ∈ [pi, 2pi]) and the outer
(ϕ3 ∈ [2pi, 3pi]) governs contribution to the focusing at the bottom part (z
∈ [5μm, 10μm]), the median part (z ∈ [10μm, 16μm]) and the top part (z
∈ [16μm, 32μm]) of the beam, respectively. The contribution of diffracted
light to twisted focusing is exponentially angular dependent and therefore
locally dominated by the corresponding segment of the LSZP. In contrast,
the global scenario of twisted focusing has been exactly reconstructed in
Fig. 3.3(a).
Figure 3.8: FDTD analysis of the effect of angularly increasing radial
distance r, arm width ws and separation wg on focusing.
Figure 3.8 plots the results of structure schematics and computed xz-plane
spatial intensity distributions across the structure’s center, showing the
effect of angularly increasing radial distance r, starting width ws and start-
ing gap wg on focusing. Four angular positions (i.e. ϕ1 = 0, ϕ2 = pi, ϕ3 =
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3pi/2 and ϕ4 = 5pi/2) are taken into consideration to form four concentric
annular-ring structures with equivalent feature sizes correspondingly. Fol-
lowing the LS algorithm, the feature sizes (a, r, ws and wg) increase from
ϕ1 to ϕ4. The computed xz-plane intensity profiles show that larger the an-
gular position is, farther the focal plane is. Increasing the radial distance r
(concurrently increasing ws and wg as well) physically lengthen the optical
path of constructive interference for focusing. Therefore, the focal distance
increases as an angular dependent function, leading to long depth of focus.
For the annular-ring structure, its focusing always remains along the beam
axis regardless of its structure size.
3.3 Broadband Micron-sized Stable OV Gen-
eration via LSZPs
This section presents the second type of designs based on the LSZPs, where
the main goal is to achieve a broadband stable micron-sized OV beam. The
detailed simulation and experimental results demonstrate that the proposed
design exhibits the flexibility to manufacture a device with desired topolog-
ical charge. For the proof of concept, four structures (1-armed to 4-armed)
are demonstrated to achieve topological charges ranging from m = 1 to
4. In order to keep similar overall structures’ sizes and the propagation
length of OV beam, different b and ϕ are used for all four structures. How-
ever, the starting radii, slit-widths and gaps are kept same for all the four
fabricated LSZPs. The measured intensity profiles and interference pat-
terns have confirmed the presence of OV beam. Meanwhile, the broadband
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response is verified by FDTD simulations and characterizations at three
different wavelengths (λ = 488nm, 532nm and 632.8nm).
3.3.1 Results and Discussions
Figure 3.9 gives the simulation and experimental results (at z = 16μm) of
LSZPs (with different arms), where number of arms correspond to the val-
ues of m e.g., 1-armed structure generates micron-sized OAM beam with
m = 1, 2-armed structure results in m = 2 and so on. At first, FDTD sim-
ulations are done to optimize the structures to achieve topological charges
of 1 to 4. Basic design criteria includes; approximately same starting and
ending LS-slit widths and gaps, overall sizes of the structures and the prop-
agation distances (for all the four cases). Figures 3.9(a1), (a2), (a3) and
(a4) give the schematic diagrams of 1-armed, 2-armed, 3-armed and 4-
armed structures, respectively. Same nomenclatures (a, b, ws, wg and ϕ)
and fundamental parametric equation of LS as that of Sections (2.1) and
(3.2) are used here as well for the designing purpose. The values of a and
ws are kept as 4.6μm and 350nm, respectively; whereas different b and ϕ,
are chosen for each individual LSZP (from 1-armed to 4-armed specimens).
For 1-armed structure [cf. Fig. 3.9(a)], the values of b and ϕ are 0.0225 and
12pi, respectively. FDTD results (at z = 16μm) for intensity distribution,
phase profile and interference pattern are provided in Figs. 3.9(a2), (a3)
and (a4), respectively. These numerically obtained results predict that 1-
armed structure can produce OV beam with topological charge of 1. The
values of b and ϕ are taken as 0.0451 and 6pi, respectively for the 2-armed
specimen. The numerical simulation results are given in Figs. 3.9(b2-b4)
that exhibits the presence of m = 2. After that, 3-armed LSZP is designed
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Figure 3.9: Schematic diagrams, simulation and measurement results
at z = 16μm for 1-4 armed LSZPs: (a) Schematic diagram (a1), numeri-
cally obtained intensity distribution (a2), phase profile (a3), interference
pattern (a4) along with measured intensity profile (a5) and interference
pattern (a6) for 1-armed (b = 0.0225, ϕ = 12pi) LSZP. (b) Schematic di-
agram (b1), numerically obtained intensity distribution (b2), phase pro-
file (b3), interference pattern (b4) along with measured intensity profile
(b5) and interference pattern (b6) for 2-armed (b = 0.045, ϕ = 6pi) LSZP.
(c) schematic diagram (c1), numerically obtained intensity distribution
(c2), phase profile (c3), interference pattern (c4) along with measured
intensity profile (c5) and interference pattern (c6) for 3-armed LSZP (b
= 0.067, ϕ = 4pi). (d) schematic diagram (d1), numerically obtained
intensity distribution (d2), phase profile (d3), interference pattern (d4)
along with measured intensity profile (d5) and interference pattern (d6)
for 4-armed LSZP (b = 0.091, ϕ = 3pi).
for the values of b =0.0675 and ϕ =4pi. The simulation results are given in
Figs. 3.9(c2-c4) that illustrate the existence of OAM beam with topological
charge of 3. The structure with 4-arms has b = 0.091 and ϕ = 3pi, where
FDTD results affirming m = 4 are given in Figs. 3.9(d2-d4). Aforemen-
tioned values of b and ϕ for LSZPs, to acquire m = 1-4, are chosen after
rigorous FDTD simulations to make sure that the resulted transmitting
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beams meet the desired design criteria.
Figure 3.10: FDTD and measured results of 2-armed LSZP to exhibit
the stability of generated OV beam: (a) Numerically obtained intensity
distribution (a1), phase profile (a2), interference pattern (a3) along with
measured intensity profile (a4) at an observation plane of z = 8μm.
(b) Numerically obtained intensity distribution (b1), phase profile (b2),
interference pattern (b3) along with measured intensity profile (b4) at
an observation plane of z = 16μm. (c) Numerically obtained intensity
distribution (c1), phase profile (c2), interference pattern (c3) along with
measured intensity profile (c4) at an observation plane of z = 24μm.
The designed LSZPs are fabricated using the same procedure as that of
Section (3.2.1.2). The measurement setup of Fig. 3.4(a) is employed to
characterize the samples. The measured intensity profiles for 1-4 armed
LSZPs are given in Fig. 3.9(a5, b5, c5 and d5). To extract the values
of topological charges carried by the OAM transmitted beams for all the
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four devices (1-4 armed), Mach-Zehnder interferometer setup depicted in
Fig. 3.5 is used. The obtained interference patterns are given in Figs. 3.9(a6,
b6, c6 and d6), which experimentally verifies the functioning of the pro-
posed devices. Both the simulation and experimental results have shown
good agreement. Owing to stable and donut shaped intensity profiles of
the transmitted OV beams, the interference patters for these LSZPs are
much better and clearer compared to the Fig. 3.6. Hence, the presence and
values of the topological charges can be readily identified by merely looking
at the interference patterns.
After demonstrating the initial functioning of the proposed nanostructured
LSZPs, the preservation of topological charge during the propagation of
generated OAM-beams is investigated. In this regard, numerical and ex-
perimental results of 2-armed structure are provided in Fig. 3.10 at three
different observation planes (z = 8μm, 16μm and 24μm). Both the FDTD
and measured results confirm that the generated micron-sized OV beam
sustains its topological charge over the longer propagation distance. This
stability and sustenance of topological charge can be extended to the de-
sired propagation distance, for all the cases of 1-4 armed structures, by
simply increasing the arms’ lengths.
The broadband response of the proposed LSZPs is also investigated. For
proof of concept, an analysis of the 2-armed structure is provided in Fig. 3.11.
The simulation and measured results are presented for three values of wave-
lengths (λ = 488nm, 532nm and 632.8nm) within a visible range at z =
16μm. Figures 3.11(a1), (b1) and (c1) give the measured intensity pro-
files at λ = 488nm, 532nm and 632.8nm, respectively. The corresponding
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Figure 3.11: Broadband analysis of the 2-armed LSZP: (a) Measured
intensity profile (a1) along with simulated intensity distribution (a2),
interference pattern (a3) and phase profile (a4) under LP beam of λ
= 488nm. (b) Measured intensity profile (b1) along with simulated
intensity distribution (b2), interference pattern (b3) and phase profile
(b4) under LP beam of λ = 532nm. (c) Measured intensity profile (c1)
along with simulated intensity distribution (c2), interference pattern (c3)
and phase profile (c4) under LP beam of λ = 632.8nm.
calculated intensity distributions {cf. Figs. 3.11(a2, b2 and c2)}, inter-
ference patterns {cf. Figs. 3.11(a3, b3 and c3)} and phase profiles {cf.
Figs. 3.11(a4, b4 and c4)} confirm the broadband functioning of the pro-
posed device.
3.4 Chapter Summary
To summarize, numerical simulations and experimental versifications rigor-
ously affirm that the proposed LSZPs are capable of structuring and micro-
scopically confining light during its propagation. The long focal depths and
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high transmission efficiencies are trademarks of the both types of nanos-
tructured devices. The diffracted beam spatially propagates with variant
transverse intensity profiles for the first case [Section (3.2)], while it gen-
erates stable donut-shaped intensity profiles for the second design [Sec-
tion (3.3)]. Owing to an intrinsically rich degree of freedom to govern the
interactions with light, the observed phenomena for both types of nanos-
tructured LSZPs are able to produce controllable and scalable OAM. These
LSZPs can potentially act as an inexhaustible-OAM turbine and open up a
new avenue for manipulating light’s OAM at higher photon density, which
may find applications in 3D light shaping for transportation and rotation
of small particles in optical tweezers as well as laser processing of complex
structures and flat optics. The same type of spiral structures could be




Angular Momentum of Visible
Light via Babinet-inverted
Vortex Metalenses
This chapter is a continuation of the previous chapters, in the sense that it
presents further novel methodologies of light structuring via nano-featured
structures. However, it focuses specifically on ultrathin surfaces (instead
of LS-structures) for this purpose. Miniaturization of optical devices is al-
ways desirable in an integrated system of optics. The development of the
metasurface offers a fascinating methodology for designing intriguing 2D
miniaturized optical devices. Making use of Bainet-inverted matasurfaces
with enhanced effective transmission, this chapter demonstrates a series
of complex manipulations of OVs, including generation, focusing, confine-
ment and non-diffraction, by employing multi-region metasurfaces. In this
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regard, two types of ultrathin nanostructured devices are presented: multi-
focus OV lenses and helical axicons.
A multi-focus OV metalens generates three longitudinal OVs with distinct
topological charges and focuses them at different focal planes. Meanwhile,
such an OV metalens exhibits the dual-polarity feature enabling light with
two opposite spins to possess inverse divergence, resulting in real and virtual
focusing of OVs. The flexibility of tuning the number of OVs and their
focal positions for spinning light in a compact device provides the great
convenience for nano-manipulation of OV.
After the demonstration of a multi-focus OV lens, the optical functioning of
a helical axicon is mimicked by combining the phase responses of a SPP and
an axicon into a single Babinet-inverted metasurface. Unlike a traditional
nanofabricated helical axicon, the proposed helical axicon can not only
achieve non-diffracting optical beams, but also show unique extensibility
and flexibility during the process of fabrication and application.
A simple embedded interferometric technique was used to characterize the
OV beams for both types of nanodevices (multi-focus OV lenses and he-
lical axicons). These OAM manipulations show the potential of bridging
singular optics and integrated optics. Such a metasurface-based designing
strategy possesses unique extensibility and flexibility compared with a tra-
ditional phase accumulated device. The proposed strategy can serve as a
promising means of fabricating versatile optical elements.
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4.1 Spin-Orbital Angular Momentum
As mentioned in Section (1.2), SAM is related with optical polarization,
whereas OAM is associated with the optical phase-profile of the beam in a
plane orthogonal to the propagation axis. In a homogeneous and isotropic
media, both angular momenta (SAM and OAM) are conserved indepen-
dently. Here, spin-orbital angular momentum manipulation means the
conversion of SAM to OAM. In 2006, Marrucci et al. [49] demonstrated
an optical process in which the SAM of CP beam was converted to OAM
via interaction of light with inhomogeneous and anisotropic media. They
used inhomogeneous birefringent elements and referred them as q-plates.
The orientation of the optical axis in the xy-plane was specified by α(r, ϕ)
= mϕ + α0, where m and α0 were the constants. An LHCP illumination
on the q-plate was transformed into the following wave,
(4.1)






where, ‘E in’ represented the incident LHCP plane wave, and was given by
the Jones vector




and ‘M ’ represented the Jones matrix which was applied on the field at
each point of the q-plate and was given as
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cos α −sin α
sin α cos α
 represented the standard rotation ma-
trix. Hence, the overall M was
(4.4)
M =
cos α −sin α
sin α cos α
1 0
0 −1
−cos α sin α
−sin α −cos α

=
cos 2α sin 2α
sin 2α −cos 2α
 .
Equation (4.1) shows that the wave coming out of the q-plate was RHCP,
i.e., the handedness of the output wave was opposite to that of the incident
LHCP. This property is identical to that of a normal half-wave plate. The
most interesting part was the acquirement of an extra azimuthal phase-
factor ei2mϕ, which means the transmitted beam contained an OAM of
2mh¯ per photon. Hence, the conversion from SAM to OAM took place
during the optical process, where the input circular polarization of the
light controlled the sign of the outgoing helical phase-front. Meanwhile, it
is worth mentioning that total optical angular momentum is conserved as
SAM was converted from h¯ to −h¯, whereas the OAM changed from 0 to
2h¯.
Apart from achieving spin-orbital angular momentum conversion via inho-
mogeneous anisotropic media, space-variant (transversely inhomogeneous)
subwavelength gratings [118, 119] can also be employed to do the same
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task. Unlike refractive or diffractive elements, the phase was not introduced
through optical path differences. The underlying physics is to manipulate
the polarization of incident light by introducing Panchratnam-Berry (PB)
phase, which is a geometric phase associated with the polarization of light.
Such subwavelength gratings are called PB optical elements (PBOE) and
can be utilized to acquire various phases to reshape the wavefronts of an
electromagnetic wave desirably.
In this Chapter, ultrathin surfaces are used to achieve a specific type of
phase profile. This phase-change can be understood in terms of PB phase
that is obtained when the polarization state of the light is changed.
4.2 Multi-focus OV Metalenses
4.2.1 Methodology
Figure 4.1(a) depicts a schematic diagram of an inverted metasurface de-
sign built on Babinets principle, which states that when a field behind a
screen with an opening is added to the field of a complementary structure
(inverse analogue of the original structure), then the sum is equal to the
field where there is no screen. Since the proposed design follows Babinets
principle, for which perfectly conducting sheet should be infinitely thin. We
have chosen 60nm Au film thickness which is much lower than the incident
light-beam’s wavelength (≈ λ/10), so that it can consider as an ultrathin
sheet. Moreover, according to Babinet’s principle, complementary metama-
terials like nano-bars [85] and their inverse analogue (nano-voids) exhibit
similar properties. Since, the nano-bars in [85] were 40nm thick so we want
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to select the film thickness close to 40nm. Meanwhile, the goal is to insure
the blockage of direct light transmission through the Au film and to allow
transmission only through the nano-voids. This is to minimize the unde-
sired co-polarized CP at the background and to enhance the signal to noise
ratio (SNR) significantly [120]. Although 40nm thick Au film can also give
the desired phenomenon, but we’ve realized that 60nm Au film gives much
better results in terms of SNR compared to the 40nm thick sheet. Owing to
these reasons, we employ a set of similarly shaped nano-voids milled into a
60nm thin Au film, whereas the length (l) and width (w) of each nano-void
are 150nm and 75nm, respectively.
Pragmatically, it is crucial that the phase change for cross-CP light can
be altered smoothly from 0 to 2pi. The individual orientation angle ϕs of
a given nano-void, with respect to the x-axis, provides a specific discrete
phase shift to the cross-CP scattered light (i.e., handedness of the scat-
tered CP light is opposite to the incident CP light). Figure 4.1(b) shows
the calculated phase shift from 0 to 7pi/4, for LHCP light, through vary-
ing the orientation of nano-voids (ranging from 0 to 7pi/8) under RHCP
illumination at λ = 632.8nm. FDTD-Lumerical is used for this purpose.
The nano-voids are etched into a 60nm Au film by assigning its material
as n = 1, where Au(Gold)-Palik is used from the default material database
of the software. Simulation region of x × y × z = 0.5μm × 0.5μm ×
10μm is taken. For the simulation, periodic boundary conditions are used
in x- and y-directions, whereas perfect matching layer (PML) boundary
conditions are used along the z-direction (which is the wave-propagation
direction). Simulation time was set large enough, so that it can meet the
auto shutoff criteria of 1e-5. Mesh size of 2nm is used within the simula-
tion region. Setting for circular polarization, background index, incident
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Figure 4.1: Schematic diagram of the multi-focus OV metalens, SEM
images and discrete phase shift govern by individual nano-voids: (a)
Artistic depiction of the designed multi-focus OV lens, which consists
of three sub-lenses marked by region I, II and III. All nano-voids are
arranged in concentric circles and the orientation of individual nano-
voids is dictated by the rotational angle (ϕ) provided in Eq. 4.7, where ϕ1
varies radially and ϕ2 varies azimuthally. Top-right inset gives the SEM
images, for lower and higher magnification, of the fabricated metalens.
Three nano-voids in the same ring are selected to show the fact that ϕ1
remains constant in a certain ring and whereas ϕ2 varies azimuthally.
Top-left inset illustrates the pixel-level details of the structure, where
each nano-void is 150nm long (l) and 75nm wide (w). (b) Discrete
phase-variation (from 0 to 7pi/4), obtain through numerical simulations,
corresponding to the orientation of individual nano-voids (ranging from
0 to 7pi/8).
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wavelength and wave-propagation direction are kept same as described in
Section (2.1). xz-plane frequency-domain field-monitor was used to extract
the fields (Ex, Ey). Then the phase distribution of RHCP (co-CP light)
and LHCP (cross-CP light) are plotted for the incident and transmitted
light, respectively into a single figure.
To create multi-focus OAM metalens, nano-voids are arranged in concentric
rings, with radially varying orientations, in three sub-lenses: inner, middle
and outer (marked by I, II and III). Each sub-lens is able to focus a light
with a well-defined topological charge into a specific focal plane. In this
design, the center of all the nano-voids is located on concentric circles,
where d1 represents the distance between two neighboring nano-rods on the
same concentric circle and d2 is the difference of the radii of two neighboring
concentric circles as depicted in the inset of Fig. 4.1(a). Both the distances,
d1 and d2, are taken as 500nm. The radii of regions I, II and III are
taken as 0.5μm ≤ rs ≤ 40μm, 45μm ≤ rs ≤ 100μm and 105μm ≤ rs ≤
160μm, respectively, whereas a radial gap of 5μm is introduced between
the sub-lenses to get well-separated and distinguishable focal planes. As a
design principle, the NA of each sub-lens is kept same (≈ 0.707) to acquire
relatively comparable intensity profiles at each focal plane.
In order to achieve the desired phenomenon of nanostructured multi-focus
OV plate, the ultra-thin flat lensing surfaces should incorporate two distinct
phase profiles for all regions (I, II and III): a lens and a SPP; so that the
secondary waves emerging from the metasurface can constructively interfere
at the focal plane to produce the focused OV with specific topological
charge. In this regard, the overall rotational angle of individual elements
is calculated via following expression:
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(4.7)ϕs = ϕs1 + ϕs2.
where ‘k0 = 2pi/λ’ is the is the wavenumber, ‘f ’ is the focal length of the
lens and ‘rs’ represents the distance of nanorod from the center of the lens.
The inner, (0.5μm ≤ rs ≤ 40μm), middle (45μm ≤ rs ≤ 100μm) and outer
(105μm ≤ rs ≤ 160μm) sub-lenses contribute to the first (f1 = 40μm),
second (f2 = 100μm) and third focal planes (f3 = 160μm), respectively.
It is evident from Eq. (4.7) that the inclusive rotation of nano-viods ϕs is
basically a summation of two distinct phase profiles, i.e., a lens (ϕs1) and a
SPP (ϕs2), which collectively govern the phenomenon of focused OV. The
‘±’ signs in front of expression of ϕs1 and ϕs2 illustrate that the orientation
angle depends on the helicity of the incident light beam, where ‘+’ (‘-’)
represents the sign of the phase shift for the incident beam with RHCP
(LHCP) and the transmitted beam with LHCP (RHCP). Hence, it can be
inferred from ‘±’ signs in Eqs. (4.5) and (4.6) that the real images will
be formed for RHCP illumination (LHCP detection) on the transmission
side, whereas virtual images will exist for the LHCP illumination (RHCP
detection) on the z < 0 side.
4.2.2 Fabrication Process
Once the design was optimized through simulations, the desired lenses were
specifically fabricated for three focal lengths; f1 = 40μm, f2 = 100μm and f3
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= 160μm, corresponding to an operational wavelength of 632.8nm. At first,
a 60nm-thick Au film, which was merely ≈ 1/10 of the working wavelength,
was deposited onto a quartz substrate by electron-beam vapor deposition
(Denton Vacuum, Explorer) at room temperature under a vacuum pressure
of 5 × 10−7 Torr. Afterwards, the sample was coated with positive resist
(PMMA 950K A11), having mixed with anisole (1:3 ratio), via spin-coater
(6000rpm for 45 seconds) to achieve the suitable thickness which could
with-stand against the milling process. The coated sample was then baked
at the hotplate for two minutes at 1800C. EBL (eLine Plus, Raith) was
subsequently done, to pattern the structure onto the resist, by exposing the
specimen at a dosage of 280μC/cm2, beam current of 47pA and with an
acceleration voltage of 20kV. Once patterned, the structure was developed
for 40 seconds in MIBK:IPA = 1:3. The specimen was then subjected to an
argon ion beam etching process (Nanoquest, Intlvac) under conditions of
acceleration voltage of 45V, beam voltage of 300V, beam current of 110mA
and RF power of 170W for approximately 2 minutes. Eventually, 60nm
deep nano-voids (milled into the Au film) with feature dimensions of l ×
w = 150nm × 75nm were formed on the quartz substrate. The right-top
inset of Fig. 4.1(a) depicts SEM image of the fabricated metasurface lens.
4.2.3 Measurement Setup
The experimental setup for demonstration of the OV metalens is given in
Fig. 4.2. A linear polarizer (P1) and a QWP1 are placed in front of the
sample to convert the incoming collimated beam from the He-Ne laser (λ
= 632.8nm) into the desired circular polarization state for the illumina-
tion. The sample is mounted on a translational stage. To magnify the
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Figure 4.2: Schematic diagram of the experimental setup to charac-
terize the fabricated OV metalenses: A light beam from He-Ne laser (λ
= 632.8nm) is collimated before impinging on the pair of linear polarizer
(P1) and QWP1. The obtained CP beam, through P1 and QWP1, is
then shined onto the sample and an objective lens (×100) is employed
to enlarge the image. A second pair of linear polarizer (P2) and QWP2
are used to acquire cross-CP illumination before capturing the intensity
profiles through a charge-coupled device (CCD).
micron-sized donut shaped intensity distribution, a microscope objective
lens (×100) are positioned behind the sample, and then followed by an-
other pair of linear polarizer (P2) and QWP2 to ensure that only scattered
light with opposite handedness, to that of incident beam, is captured by
the CCD.
4.2.4 Results and Discussion
At first, we characterize a sample, in-which all sub-lenses (inner, middle and
outer) have identical positive polarity (+). The measured intensity profiles
and corresponding interference patterns on the transmission side of the
structure are provided in Fig. 4.3 for RHCP illumination (LHCP detection).
The focal length of the specific sub-lens can be determined by gradually
adjusting the distance between the objective lens and the structure and
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Figure 4.3: Measured intensity profiles along with corresponding inter-
ference patterns at different focal planes on the transmission side under
RHCP illumination: Three real focal planes at z = 40μm, 100μm and
160μm are observed (for the cross-CP transmission: LHCP in this case)
with the topological charges of m = 5, 4 and 3, respectively.
examining the optical intensity distribution at different z locations along
the propagation direction. Three real focal planes are measured at f1 =
40μm, f2 = 100μm and f3 = 160μm. The corresponding topological charges
of 5, 4 and 3 are confirmed, via interference patterns, which well corroborate
the anticipated phenomenon of multi-focus OAM with distinct topological
charges.
Significantly, the sign of the abrupt phase change for the incident CP illu-
mination can be flipped by altering the signs of ϕs1 and ϕs1 (from ± to ∓)
in Eqs. (4.5) and (4.6). Such flexibility offers a unique design methodol-
ogy to develop a multi-focus OV lens with different polarization states and
functionalities at different focal planes. In this regard, another OV met-
alens is designed with polarity for the middle sub-lens opposite to those
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for inner and outer sub-lenses. To achieve this purpose, the polarity of the
middle lens is unchanged while the nano-voids’ orientation angles for inner
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(4.10)ϕs = ϕs1 + ϕs2.
Accordingly, the sign of phase shift generated by the metasurface is positive
for the middle sub-lens while it is negative for the inner and outer sub-lenses
under RHCP incident light. Therefore, there will be one real focal point at
the location of second focal plane (for z > 0), while two virtual focal points
will appear at the locations of first and third focal planes (for z < 0). When
the helicity of the incident light is converted into LHCP, the polarities of
all three sub-lenses will be switched, i.e. now one virtual focal point at the
location of second focal plane (for z < 0) and two real focal points at the
locations of first and third focal planes (for z > 0) will emerge.
In order to experimentally verify the anticipated polarity switchable capa-
bility of the structure, a separate sample with opposite neighboring polari-
ties (but same focal lengths, i.e. f1 = 40μm, f2 = 100μm and f3 = 160μm)
are fabricated, where the middle sub-lens has ‘+’ polarity while the inner
and outer sub-lenses have ‘-’ polarities. Figure 4.4 shows CCD images for
two different polarization-control configurations: RHCP/LHCP (illumina-
tion/detection) and LHCP/RHCP. For a RHCP illumination, Fig. 4.4(a)
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Figure 4.4: Measured intensity profiles (xz/xy-planes) and interference
patterns (xy-planes) of multi-focus OV lens (with positive polarity for
sub-lens II and negative polarities for sub-lenses I and III). (a) One real
{at z = 100μm (m = 4)} and two virtual focal planes {at z = -40μm (m
= -5) and z = -160μm (m = -3)} are observed for RHCP illumination
(LHCP detection). (b) Two real {at z = 40μm (m = 5) and z = 160μm
(m = 3)} and one virtual {at z = -100μm (m = -4)} focal planes are
observed for LHCP illumination (RHCP detection).
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elucidates that a donut shaped intensity image, with m = 4, is observed at
z = 100μm, which is a real focal plane and agrees well with the designed
focal length. Since the inner and outer sub-lenses are fabricated for neg-
ative polarities (-), so the real images at first and third focal planes are
invisible. However, two bright donut shape intensity profiles are observed
at z = -40μm (m = -5) and z = -160μm (m = -3), which are virtual focal
planes. The functioning of the lens reverses when LHCP light is shone on
the structure, i.e., the middle sub-lens forms a virtual focal plane at z =
-100μm (m = -4), while two real images are formed by the inner and outer
sub-lenses at z = 40μm (m = 5) and z = 160μm (m = 3), respectively as
given in Fig. 4.4(b). The conversion in the focusing properties from posi-
tive (negative) to negative (positive) is solely attributed to the handedness
change of the CP incident light. The experimental results match well the
anticipation.
Afterwards, the response of same specimen (having positive polarity for
the middle sub-lens and negative polarity for inner and outer sub-lenses)
is experimentally investigated under LP illumination. Due to the presence
of LHCP and RHCP components with equal amplitudes, both real and
virtual focal planes emerge simultaneously. As shown in Fig. 4.5(a), the
corresponding results show that one real image at z = 100μm (m = 4) and
two virtual images at z = -40μm (m = -5) and z = -160μm (m = -3) are
observed in the case of LHCP detection. For RHCP detection, Fig. 4.5(b)
illustrates that two real images are observed at z = 40μm (m = 5) and z =
160μm (m = 3), while a real image is detected at z = 100μm (m = 4). Hence
for the case of LP illumination, each sub-lens functions as a convergent and
divergent lens simultaneously, which results to six focal planes (three real
and three virtual) in total.
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Figure 4.5: Measured intensity profiles (xz/xy-planes) and correspond-
ing interference patterns of multi-focus OV lens (with positive polar-
ity for middle sub-lens and negative polarities for inner and outer sub-
lenses) under LP illumination. (a) One real {at z = 100μm (m = 4)}
and two virtual focal planes {at z = -40μm (m = -5) and z = -160μm
(m = -3)} are observed for LHCP detection. (b) Two real {at z = 40μm
(m = 5) and z = 160μm (m = 3)} and one virtual {at z = -100μm (m
= -4)} focal planes are observed for RHCP detection.
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4.3 Ultrathin Helical Axicons based on Babinet-
inverted Metasurface
4.3.1 Methodology
The helical axicon lenses are fabricated in a same way as multi-focus OV
lenses by patterning the nano-antennas on 60nm thick Au film using EBL.
These nano-voids with spatially varying orientation are arranged in two
different regions marked by I and II as depicted in Fig. 4.6. The range of
Region I is kept as 0.5∼45μm and that of Region II as 50∼100μm. The
schematic illustration of the design is given in Fig. 4.6(a), where all the
fabrication parameters are kept same as multi-focus OV lenses i.e, l =
150nm, w = 75nm, and Au film thickness = 60nm and d1 = d2 = 500nm.
A SEM images of the complete structure along with magnified views of
the two-regions are depicted in Figs. 4.6(b), which exhibits the rotating
rectangular nano-voids. The abrupt phase delay of device is realized by
controlling the orientation angle ϕs of the nano-voids relative to the x-axis.
As a result, the designed phase distribution Φ(x, y) = ±2ϕs(x, y) (‘+’:
RHCP incident light; ‘-’: LHCP incident light) can be controlled precisely
and smoothly on the metasurface. The basic idea of this fabrication is
that the two regions can process OV independently by integrating different
manipulating phases. With such two-region design, the carried OV can be
manipulated arbitrarily and independently.
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Figure 4.6: Schematic illustration and SEM images of the flat helical
axicon: (a) Schematic diagram of the babinet axicon lens consisting
of rotating perforated nano-voids on the 60nm Au film. The device
contains two regions (region I and region II) with a gap of 5μm between
them. Region I is 0.5∼45μm and region II is 50∼100μm. The value of
the parameters in the inset are d1 = d2 = 500nm, l = 150nm, and w =
75nm. ϕs is the local orientation angle of each nano-void with respect
of x-axis; (b) SEM image of the two-region helical axicon lens. Insets:
magnified images of the partially cropped parts of the SEM image.
4.3.2 Results and Discussions
A helical axicon, to generate a non-diffracting OV beam, is obtained by
superimposing the phase responses of an axicon and a SPP. The axicon im-
ages a point source onto a line segment along the optical axis, whose length
is regarded as the depth of focus (DOF) [121]. Inspired by this, helical-
axicon based on conventional micro-fabrication was designed to achieve the
high order Bessel-Gauss-like beams [53].






of the proposed metasurface), the phase delay increases monotonically and
linearly with the distance from the center. In other words, it is a conical ra-
dial phase distribution expressed as φA =
2pi
λ
rs sin β. While for a SPP with
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Figure 4.7: Schematic diagram and measurement results of two-region
ultrathin helical axicon metalens. (a) Schematic of the two-region he-
lical axicon lens. (b),(c) Measured far-field distribution along the op-
tical path for helical axicon containing two regions encoded with the
same opening angle (β1 = β2 = 6
0) and different topological charge
(m1 6= m2). (b) m1 = 1, m2 = 3. (c) m1 = 1, m2 = 4. The insets show
the intensity profiles and interference patterns of the beam x-y cross
sections (highlighted circular planes) within the non-diffracting field for
each design at z = 300μm and z = 700μm.
topological charge m, the phase response is φS = m. tan
−1(y/x). Hence,
the total phase response of a helical axicon is Φ = φA + φS, whereas the
orientation angle distribution of the nano-voids is ϕs = ±Φ2 = ±φA+φS2 . In
the two-region design, the orientation angle distribution of the nano-voids
can be rewritten in more detail as following:
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50 ≤ rs ≤ 100µm
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The above phase distribution can be considered as two concentric helical
axicons with opening angle β1,β2 and topological charge m1,m1. Region I
(0.5 ≤ rs ≤ 45μm) of the metasurface corresponds to the first sub-helical
axicon, while Region II (50 ≤ rs ≤ 100μm) of the metasurface corresponds
to the second sub-helical axicon.
In a step by step process, at first the case of the two regions with the same
opening angle (β1 = β2 = 6
0) is investigated. Two concentric sub-helical
axicons will generate two cascaded non-diffracting fields, but with different
radii because of the different helical phase gradient encoded on them (cf.
Fig. 4.7). The inner sub-helical axicon generates a non-diffracting field from
0μm to 430μm, while the outer one generates a non-diffracting field from
470μm to 950μm. Figure 4.7(a) shows the mechanism of the two-region
helical axicon, which clearly shows that the two regions can manipulate
the OV independently. Figure 4.7(b) and (c) show the experimental re-
sults of the two designs of helical axicons. The measured intensity profiles
and interference patterns are shown in the right-side of Fig. 4.7(b) and (c).
Based on the spin-dependent phase response of the helical axicons, the out-
put beams carry opposite chirality to that of the incident beam, because of
which there is no restriction on the incident light beams waist. However,
when considering conventional micro-optical helical axicon [53] (combina-
tion of SPP and axicon), the incident Gaussian beam waist is limited by
the size of the device, which may impose restrictions on real applications
because an extra focusing lens is needed to confine the incident beam. In
characterization, circular polarizer is used on the transmission side to filter
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Figure 4.8: Measured far-field distribution along the optical path for
two-region ultrathin helical axicon encoded with different opening angles
(β1 6= β2) and different topological charges (m1 6= m2). (a) β1 = 3,m1
= 1, and β2 = 6,m2 = 3. (b) β1 = 3,m1 = 1, and β2 = 6,m2 =
4. The insets show the intensity profiles of the beam xy-plane cross
sections (highlighted circular planes) within the non-diffracting field for
each design at z = 520μm and z = 700μm. (c) Measured intensities
along propagating direction (z) from 600μm to 760μm. The 1st row
corresponds to the design of β1 = 3, m1 = 1, and β2 = 6,m2 = 3. The
last intensity pattern recovering the first one leads to a period of 160μm.
The 2nd row corresponds to the design of β1 = 3,m1 = 1, and β2 = 6,m2
= 4. The last intensity pattern also recovering the first one leads to a
period of 160μm.
out the background light (light with the same chirality as that of the inci-
dent beam). Only light with opposite chirality is captured by CCD. When
the background light is partially allowed to transmit by tuning the circular
polarizer, a single beam interferometric scheme allows for the unambiguous
characterization of the phase structure of any encoded OAM state. The
measured interference pattern results have shown good agreement with the
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simulation ones, which validates such an embedded approach as a simple
and stable characterization technique. This expandable multi-region flat
helical axicons can be really complex to fabricate by conventional tech-
niques by direct laser writing using femtosecond laser nanopolymerization.
Two-region helical axicons with two different opening angles are further in-
vestigated to show flexibility of this flat fabrication strategy (cf. Fig. 4.8).
Now the non-diffracting field generated by inner sub-helical axicon with β1
= 30 covers the range generated by the outer sub-helical axicon with β2
= 60. The covered range is from 470μm to 950μm. Two designs are pre-
sented in Fig. 4.8, in which the two non-diffracting beams merge together to
form a helicon wave showing the rotating interference patterns during their
propagation. To be more specific, Fig. 4.8(a) exhibits the experimentally
detected helicon wave resulted from the superposition of the 1st order and
the 3rd order Bessel beams. Their two-lobe intensity images rotate along
the propagating direction as depicted in the transverse profiles [cf. right
side of Fig. 4.8(a)]. Similarly, the rotational three-lobe intensity images
[cf. Fig. 4.8(b)], correspond to the superposed patterns of the 1st order and
the 4th order Bessel beams. The total field can be decomposed into the
contributions from the two sub-helical axicons, given respectively as:
(4.12)Um1(rs, ϕs, z) = Jm1(k1rsrs)e
i(k1zz+m1ϕs),
(4.13)Um2(rs, ϕs, z) = Jm2(k2rsrs)e
i(k2zz+m2ϕs),
where klrs = k0 sin βl, klz = k0 cos βl (l = 1 or 2). If only considering the
azimuthal (ϕs) and longitudinal (z) component, the superposition is given
by the following proportionality:
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from which we are able to obtain the corresponding interference pattern as
the following proportionality:
(4.15)Iϕs,z = 1 + cos{(k2z − k1z)z + (m2 −m1)ϕs}.
As a result, the multi-lobe pattern is a direct echo of the topological charge
difference (m2 − m1) between the two high-order Bessel beams. The ro-
tation of the intensity pattern during propagation can be explained by its
longitudinal dependence. Its angular velocity of Iϕs,z along the propagation




= −k2z − k1z
m2 −m1 .
So essentially, the longitudinal wavenumber difference (k2z − k1z) between
the two Bessel beams, which is directly determined by the different opening
angle β of the two regions, leads to the behavior of longitudinal rotation.
If two Bessel beams, having the same kz, are somehow superposed together
(not in our designs), the multi-lobe intensity will propagate without rota-
tion (dϕs
dz
= 0), although the total OAM is not zero. On the other hand,
the 2m-lobe pattern which is generated by superposing an mth order Bessel
beam and its mirror image (−mth order Bessel beam) will rotate although
the total OAM is zero (dϕs
dz
6= 0). In addition, smaller interval between
the two topological charges means larger angular velocity. However, the
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which is obviously independent of topological charge. So the two designs
should have the same longitudinal period (≈ 154μm) theoretically, and it is
also demonstrated by the experiment results {cf. Fig. 4.8(c)}. The 1st row
in Fig. 4.8(c) gives the cross-section intensities along propagating direction
from 600μm to 760μm for the design of β1 = 3,m1 = 1, and β2 = 6,m2
= 3, and the 2nd row shows the cross-section intensities along propagating
direction from 600μm to 760μm for the design of β1 = 3,m1 = 1, and β2
= 6,m2 = 4. Both of the designs clearly show one complete longitudinal
period within 160μm, and it confirms that smaller topological charge in-
terval leads to larger angular velocity simultaneously. This non-diffracting
and constant-rate rotating intensity distribution suggests that such waves
may find applications requiring both precise alignment and distance/speed
measurements [122, 123].
Such hybrid helical wave metasurface generators are fabricated by employ-
ing the same process as that of Section (4.2.2). Meanwhile, it is worth
pointing that by employing a high-efficiency metasurface, one can easily
have a hybrid Bessel beam merged from two beams with opposite chirality
by shining LP light, as long as the two sub-helical axicons are designed
for opposite circular polarizations. Then, demultiplexing the hybrid beams
can be easily implemented by a circular polarizer.
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4.4 Chapter Summary
The proposed methodology and demonstrations possess merits of thinness,
extendibility, and flexibility that exhibit obvious advantages over tradi-
tional strategies during complex manipulations of OV. In practice, although
the highest topological charge is limited by the phase sampling frequency
(|m|< N/2, N is the average total number of antennas along the azimuthal
direction), namely the number of the unit nano-void antennas, it can al-
ready meet the needs of the majority of cases. There is still room to further
decrease the pixel size to meet needs in real cases, to say the least. On the
aspect of an individual functional device, all of the mentioned benefits are
shared, including the always desired high-purity generated field by virtue of
polarization isolation. On the other hand, the strategy of merging several
single-function devices into a single device deserves particular attention,
especially for integrated systems. Owing to the easy implementation of
phase control by a metasurface, the situation of complex surface polishing,
during which having a combination of several functional phase responses or
realization of complex phase distribution (e.g., hologram retrieved phase)
in traditional methods, is avoided.
To summarize, a series of complex manipulations of OAM are demonstrated
via a metasurface with a thickness as small as 60nm. The measured in-
tensity profiles and corresponding interference patterns verify anticipated
phenomena for both cases; multi-focus OV lenses and helical axicons. The
concept paves an innovative avenue to merge multiple bulk devices into a
single ultrathin device and can be applied to many other multifunctional
devices.
Chapter 5
Summary and Future Work
5.1 Summary of the Thesis
To recapitulate, the first part of the thesis presents an intriguing approach
for micron-scale spin-controlled manipulation of light. A simple structure
consisting of a single-arm LS-nanoslit is proposed to achieve decent func-
tioning — in terms of ER, FE and bandwidth — using constructive in-
terference of light with well-defined handedness. Instead of SP excitation,
light diffracted through an LS-nanoslit is exploited in the meso-field. The
underlying mathematics is rigorously derived and the functioning of the
proposed devices is demonstrated not only by numerical calculations but
also through experiments. The proposed LS-nanoslit design can be consid-
ered as a multifunctional device, where on one hand it provides a simple,
compact and readily characterizable broadband solution to detect incident
photon spin. On the other hand, it can be employed for spin-controlled
light shaping, focusing and color-separation. It can be a promising can-
didate for full Stokes parameter polarimetric imaging applications, where
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detecting complete Stokes parameters is a challenging task due to the lack
of inexpensive and compact micro-devices that can differentiate between
LHCP and RHCP.
In the second part of the thesis, novel methods of OV generation and ma-
nipulation via flat nanostructured devices are developed. In this regard,
LSZPs and metasurfaces are employed to structure incident light beams
in fascinating ways. At first, two different types of LSZPs are introduced
to structure light beams in either crescent or donut shaped intensity pro-
files. The first type of LSZPs, presented in Section (3.2), result in twisted-
focusing of an OV beam, where a crescent shaped intensity profile spirals
around the beam axis during its propagation. It provides a novel way of
structuring OAM-embedded focused light, which may find interesting ap-
plication in optical manipulation. The second type of LSZPs, presented
in Section (3.3), are proposed to achieve broadband stable donut-shaped
intensity profiles, where the transmitted light beam can sustain its topo-
logical charge and beam-shape over longer propagation distances. Detailed
functioning of both types of LSZPs is presented theoretically and exper-
imentally. The proposed LSZPs exhibit high efficiency, long focal depth
and they can sustain their functioning over a broad band of wavelengths.
In brief, they provide unique ways to structure light beams at micron-scale
dimensions.
Apart from the LSZPs, a unique method of mimicking the functioning of
multiple bulk optical components via single ultrathin device is introduced.
This mesmerizing concept of merging phase-profiles of multiple bulk de-
vices into a single 2D surface is applied to design and experimentally verify
distinctive methods of OAM manipulation. It has provided an innovative
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solution to achieve highly confined OVs with well-defined focal planes and
non-diffracting OVs beams. The proposed design-methodology provides
unique flexibilities like obtaining a desired number of focal planes with dis-
tinct topological charges and achieving a highly confined non-diffraction
OV beam with desired propagation length.
5.2 Future Work
5.2.1 Improving Efficiency of the LS-nanoslit and Other
Possibilities
In the first part of the thesis, since a single-armed LS-nanoslit is used to
achieve the spin-controlled light manipulation, the device suffered from low
transmission efficiency. The obvious reason behind the lower transmission
efficiency is that the light can be transmitted through the LS-slit, while its
blocked from the rest of the sample. The structure can be further optimized
by using a multi-armed LS to significantly enhance its functioning in terms
of ER, FE, transmission efficiency and bandwidth. Furthermore, the device
can be investigated for spin-to-orbital AM conversion, which can provide
a compact planer device to achieve spin-orbital interaction over a broad
range of wavelengths. The structure can also be investigated for near-field
response, where the interaction of SPs with an LS-nanoslit may reveal some
interesting phenomena.
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5.2.2 Future Possibilities in Miniaturized OV Gener-
ation and Manipulation
The second part of the thesis has presented novel methods of OAM manip-
ulation, where micron-sized highly concentrated OVs with desired values of
topological charge are achieved. The obvious extension of this work would
be to apply these observed phenomena, achieved via nanostructured de-
vices, to some real applications like optical manipulation of nanoparticles.
Recently, Tsai et al. [124] demonstrated optical trapping and rotation of
microscopic particles by a nanospiral structure, however their phenomenon
was restricted to the near field. Since our phenomena are observed in the
meso-field, it would be fascinating to achieve such kind of optical manip-
ulation in the meso-field. For example, an interesting case would be to
employ a multi-focus OV lens to achieve trapping and rotation of parti-
cles at different focal planes, where each focal plane contains a different
topological charge. However, such manipulation would only be possible
with a very high transmission efficiency, which may not be possible with
the current structure due to high loss. However, the design methodology
can be applied to recently proposed dielectric metasurfaces [86] to achieve
considerably high transmission efficiency, which may result in achieving
micron-sized particle manipulation.
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